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This is a collection of creative essays containing one
person's world view and experiences - -factual and fiction. The
intended purpose is not to make the reader think, act, or change
any of his beliefs, it is simply meant to entertain him in a
world that often offers few risk-free entertainments. It is
hoped that the reader will be just as ignorant when he turns
the last page as he was when he turned the first. Even Adam
with his wonderful garden, or Aladin and his magic lamp, didn't
offer as much. I am offering reading without the danger of
learn i ng, possibly a first for literature; it is the scientific
equiv~ant of light without heat.

• I'M NOT LOST • • • I MBANT TO BB HERB I •

WHEN GOD

~

handing out a Benae of direction a certain

number of people thought he said discretion, and passed. I
am one of those people. Any time I walk through my front door
I am in danger of being sucked through a vacuum to any place
on Barth. Pellow sufferers of this diaease know wbat I say is
true.

There was a scientific research project that had been
going on for a while but was finally abandoned . It seema that
they kept losing their volunteers. I was ask.d to participate
in this program but I got lost on the way to the laboratory
and dido' t find it until they had abandoned the project.
The scientific name for this disease is Equilibrium
Displacement Syndrome, or BOS , but it is often called
-WheretheHellamI- by ita suffe rers.

It ia Dot a very well

documented diseaae, and for that reason many of ita victima
are ridiculed or made to feel inferior. A tew of ua sufferer.
have decided to form a connittee to inform the general public
through pamphlets and television advertisements.

We were

scheduled to have a meeting at my house two weau ago, but

none of them have arrived yet.
Thi. di •••• e can be obtrusive to daily life, but that 18

not to say one can't live a normal and productive lite.
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As a matter

ot tact, many famous people have been afflicted

with BOS . Daniel Boone, the famous discoverer of Kentucky , is
one example . He decided he would go to town one day and the

next thing he knew he had discovered the CUmberland Gap. Lewis
and Clark were both afflicted with this malady. It seems that
one day President Jetferaon wanted Mr. Lewis to take a few men

wi th him and go to Jefferson's home and bring some of his
furniture to the White House. Lewis got his frisnd Clark, and
a few other men,

and. they set out to get the President'.

furniture . The rest 18 history . I f it hadn't been for the
Indiana they met they never would have found their way back .
(History records that Jefferson was happy that the area had
been explored, but was angry at having to sleep on the floor
until his bed finally arrived . ) Sutter, of Sutter' s Mill fame,
was walking home through town one day and asked

a

man which

way he needed to go to get home. The man was Horace Greeley,
who said tholle now famous vorda,

-Go West,

young man,

go

West I , Sutter never did find hie home, but he did find gold in
California.
Today it is a little harder for the BDS eufferer . There
is no longer any country to be di8covered or explored 80 it'.

a little harder to explain when you get lost. I've found that
a very indignant 'I'm not 10et •.. I meant to be herel' will
often work on thoee that haven't .een you loet betore .

BDS has various levels of affliction. It ranges fram
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those that get lost going through a strange woods-a common trait found in

many people - -to getting lOBt on a

trail that you travel everyday . I myself have only to Btep out
my front door, cloae my eyes, open them again. and POOP I I AM

LOST I

haven't been able to figure it out yet , but there

(I

seems to be something about the house that protects me from
getting lost- -at least if all the lights are on.)
Needless

to

say,

this

diseaae

can

be

extremely

embarrassing on camping trips . My wife got tired of spending
all her time looking for me so she would tie a rope around my
waist and keep the other end in her hand . one night around the
campfire

I

got up to get some wood for the fire (my wife still

had the rope in her hand), blinked my eyes, and POOFI Next
thing

I

knew

I

was in the middle of the woods. Now

knew the

I

worst thing that an BDS s uff erer can do when he ie loat ia to
try and find hi. way (experience can be a good teacher ), 80 I

just sat down and waited. Four hours later I heard them coming
for me . Francie (my wife) just kept mumbling , 'But

I

had the

rope in my handa the whole time,-

As I said earlier, - I ' m not lOBt ... I meant to be herelcan be a very good bluff, but you need to know when you

can get away with it. one time Francie and I were at the mall
shopping (when she takes me shopping she maltes me keep hold of
her

hand);

I

felt

a

sneeze

coming

so

I

grabbed

my

handkerchief. When I had finished sneezing I opened my eyes

e
and poop I Francie was nowhere in s i ght . A lady came up t o me

and aaked, ·Yes, sir, can I help you, or are you lost? - I held
my head up, tried to look dignified, and answered, -I'm not
lOBt .. . I meant to be herel- She just gave me a strange look

and said, 'I see. If you need help . . . just call . The dressing
room is over there.- I took this opportunity to look around

and see where I was. LADIBS LINGBRIBI I I I tried to remain calm

and just said , 'Thank you . 1 . .. 1'11 call if I need any help.'
Aa she was walking otf I called,

-It ' . for my wifel It ' . her

birthday . My wife . . . who ' s female . She likes this stuffl'

As I said, the quickest way to ba found i. to just sit
where you are and wait. I just vent over to the corner ot the

store and tried to hide between the evening gowns and the
brassierea . After about two hours· - and many unseemly comments
by customers and man&gement- - Francie tinally found me. -Well,

I didn't expect to find you here.

Are

you through looking

around? - There are times when humor ia appreciated and times
when it 18 not . It was not.
·Oh, came on, Grumpy . If you're good mommy will buy you
an ice cream cone.- I decided right then that ••• oon .a I ...

at home and Bafe she was going to get it, but tben realized
that i f I did away with her I would never be able to go out of
the house. I decided to gi ve the matter more thought aver the
ice cream cone.

SOME THINGS WERE MEANT TO BE SLURPED

WHEN WE'RE OUT in public my wife is very easily
embarrassed. There are many things that I do that she says
annoy her, but, by far,

the worst is my slurping. This has

never bothered me because I realize it is a natural part of
life as we know it. I have tried to modify or quit, but I find

I can't . I'm an habitual slurper.
In God's infinite wisdom He just meant for some things
to be slurped. He made a world filled with water, and then

gave man boats . He gave us a world with fruits and vegetables
in it, and then gave us hot dogs and hamburgers to make up for
it . He gave man HOT SOUP and then gave man the wisdom to slurp

it. It seems that this is no longer the case.

r have tried to research the first instance that slurping
was considered bad manner c . but I have been unsuccessful. My
guess is that someone who didn't like soup started this ugly
rumor so that no one else could, either (probably a powerful
king) .

This rumor was picked up by those savage and brutal
beings we call fashionables, or etiquette bearers. These are
a group of people sworn to make life miserable for as many
people

as

they

possibly

can .

Their

plan

of

attack

was

brilliant. They started off by confusing the eater with too
much silverware; a knife for this, a fork for that, and yet
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another fork for someth ing else- - they didn't quit until they

had made it to where the eater barely had room to put his

elbows on the table. Then t hey said it was unacceptable to put
your elbows on the table, and immediately they added more

knives , forks , and spoons . It got to the point where there was
barely any roan for food on the table. This is known in

history as The Dark Ages.
The instinct in mothers to carry on these abominable
traditions is very strong (which i8 why I theorize tbat the
original League of Btiquette was formed in a convent) .

In

nmerica. mothers even have a saying that seems to be pas.ed
down through the generations: "Now eat like you vere eating
with the President."

I

don't know about you.

but it

the

President didn't have enough sense to slurp his soup then I
don't want to live in that c oun t ry . lIhich brings .... to my next

point.
I f a liquid was not meant to be slurped then it is either

cold (milk, carbonated beverages , etc.) or frozen (papalele'.,
etc . ) . Soup is served hot. It is meant to be blown OD and
slurped. I give proof of this in the fact that when you are
given soup

it

is

usually 8aid,

-Be

careful,

Everybody know. that when you .lurp you are

it'.

le..

hot.·

likely to

burn your mouth . The same is true for Hot Chocolate . The name
itself

is

a warning you ' d better slurp. Otherwise it would. be

called -Mildly Warm Chocolate . -

11

I continue to enjoy my soup t he way it was meant to be

enjoyed, but I find incr.aaing bostility wberever I go. I
slurp while those around me Buffer burnt tongues or, worae

yet, wait until tbeir soup i8 cold and tben eat it. Thi. ia
not the way it vas meant to be , and unle •• we have a aweeping

reform I'm afraid that aoup aa we know it is doomed . to
extinction.

RECBIVING MAIL

AS WE GROW from childhood to adulthood we usually outgrow
most of our old habits and ways and proceed to learn and adopt

new ones . I am not complaining or philosophizing- - thb is
8imply the way it iB . There ill, however , one habit that I, and

countle8s others, developed in childhood and have never been
able to outgrow.

As a child, when a letter was received , the first thing
to do after violently ripping it opsn was to .hake it for five
minutes and hope that money would fallout. Kids are not to
blame for this. Even the aunts and uncI •• that encourage and
carry on thia tradition are not solely to blame . No, it i. a

plot much deeper and more complex than an aunt or uncI. simply
wanting kids to believe

t~ t

ainee parente rarely give money

in cards to their kids they are tightwads. It ia not thiB
reason alone (although a great amount of joy and satisfaction
i s achieved for the aunt and uncle when this happena, which,
by the way , leads to retali ation, often in the torm ot mail

bombs , but that is another essay) . It i. a capitali.tic plot.
Let me give a quick rundoWD.
The trouble sprang up with the Pomans. Th.y
conquered so much territory that it bec_ n.c.... ry to have
efficient canm.nication throughout the Bmpir. . (This i. the
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ancient world I'm speaking about, of course, when fast mail
delivery was not simply a myth.) As more efficient means of
carrying mail became available,

more people began sending

letters . The delivery men had to travel great distances so
they took their lunch with them. Now, Romans loved salt. Don't

ask me why, but they were Duts about the Btuff.
Anyway, sometimes a little bit of the salt they were

carrying would get inside a letter, and wboever received the
letter thought they were getting a little treat from the one
who sent the letter .

(Only a Roman could find s .. lt in his

letter and get excited.)

This grew to be a tradition, and
sending salt

in their letters.

800n

(OUr P.S.

everyone va.
comes

from the

ancient Roman P.P . T. S . which stood for Pleaae Pa•• The Salt.
This was the Roman equivalent of a chain· letter. Somewhere in
history a P and a T was dropped, leaving us with our present
abbreviation. )

This idea of sending salt in letters was fine for a
while, but on birthdays and holidays people began .ending ...It

blocks . As you can imagine this was murder on Roman mailmen,
and greatly "lowed down the speed of delivery. Bc1_rd Gibbon

wrote a very famous book on this subject called The Docline
and Pall of the RC'lMn Rpmire MAilmen Due to Salt Slocke, which

was ahortened during publication to Tbe pecline
the

RC'lMP

Impire.

And Fall of
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The Americas ran into their own trouble with mail

delivery . The Aztecs (a tribe of Indians, not the football
team) also developed a great communication system, and almost
the

same

story

zxklceltlzzxlyzzzz,

happened .

Their

great

ruler ,

(who couldn ' t spell his JllIIIIe until the

sixth grade) was a terrific eater . He couldn't do anything· ·
not even read hi. sweepstakes mail- - unle •• he had something to

munch on . And i f he didn ' t have something to munch on he would
throw terrible tits

(which started the practice ot human

sacrifice among the Aztecs) . The Aztec mailmen learned to
carry an ear ot corn, or maize, a8 they frequently mia.pelled
it, whenever they carried a mesaage to zxklceltzzxlylzzzz, to

ensure that he would have something to munch aD 80 they would

not become the next human sacrifice.

(Although praying for

v i ctory and offering a human sacrifice among the Aztecs
continued until recent timea - -I'm talking about the football
team, not the Indians.)

Well, you know how people are. If a big celebrity does
something (and zxklceltlzzxlylzzzz was a big star, who even

had a golf tourlllllll8nt named after him) then everyone wants to
do it. Soon everyone was sending corn through the mail. Once
again, mail delivery became hindered.
All time passed acme people r8l'M!lllbered thb tradition of
getting presents through the mail . Psychology was invented,
and it was learned that people can be trained to follow
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traditions . The first to take advantage of this new thing

called paychology were merchants . Theae were terrible, wicked
people that would smdl e sweetly and sell you something and
then have the audacity to send you a bill for it in the mail .

In these times i lliteracy was prevalent, 80

wa~

greetings

fram friends or family were easily enough ruled out , and that
meant that the mail only carried billa. Naturally people would
throwaway their mail without opening it.
Merchants, to combat this , started rumors that people

would often send money through the mail in their letter. to
friends and family , and even sent a few people money marked
from an aunt or uncle to make it aeem believable. Thi8 rumor

became a tradition , and we have been hooked ever aince .
It wouldn't be 80 bad, but the reaction work. like a
fever . Once you have gotten money in the mail you're addicted .
When you ' re in the privacy of your own home it can be deal t
with, but when it strikes you in public it can be fatal. r
once lost a good paying job due to this affliction. I was
hired to open company .... il and send back appropriate re.ponse.
to th6

inquiries.

I

spen t

envelopes to make Bura I

80

long in checking over tbe

hadn't mi •• ed any money hidden

somewhere that I was fired for being too slow. Thie i. a hard
diseaae to explain to the unemployment agency .

I have had therapy, and I do seem to be progre •• ing,
but r can't help the feeling of diaappointm.nt wbenever
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I open yet another envelope with only a letter or bill and no
money (not even a little .alt or an ear of corn to eat while
reading it) .

CLUBS

PBOPLB HAVE ALWAYS had a need to belong . It often doesn't
matter what they belong to, just as long as they belong to
something. We all need to know that we're not alone. (People

with multiple personality disorders take this idea too far and
never want to be alone,

80

they carry spares with them.) It is

for this senae of needing to belong that clubs were made. A

club allows people to feel like they belong and that they are
special . Atter all, not everybody belongs to the same club.

This idea of needing to belong .trikes us early in life .
The desire to play in a group and hang out with people that
share our interests strikes

U8

.a early .a kindergarten .

When you're very young it isn't too difficult to find
someone your age that ahares your interests. Bat, sleep, and

play. This is a great time in life, but unfortunately most of
us are forced to find other interests.
Before long interests vary. 'l11en there'. the Boy Scouts,

the Girl Scouts, Little League, and an entire array of other

groups that cater to people who feel different but still want
to belong . The peer pre.aure in our society to belODg to a
club is tremendous. You become ostracized it you don't

(and DO

one- -even i f they knew what it meant- -wants to be o8tracized) •
I myself never joined a club when I vas growing up, and
I have turned into a mature, aafe, stable human being (juat

ask my psychiatrist). Some people are simply 'free .pirit.'
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(another word for unpopular ) .
Let me make myself clear . I am not against any club.
People have a right as well as a need to belong to something

that they feel is an extension of themselves or their ideas .
It's just that I myself do not belong to any clubs. Of course

I have lately been thinking about joining one . I am just a
little hesitant , because as the great political theorist Marx

once said (Grollcho, not Karla)

I

"I wouldn't want to belong to

any club that would have me as a member."
Maybe people with multiple personalities have the right

answer after all.

FIGHTING THE ESTABLISHMENT

LET ME SAY right off I am a rebel. I could have been the
next James Dean, except I am a rebel with a cause . Many people
question this pa r t ,

and ask me what my cause is.

If they

cannot see, then I don 't feel it is my job to tell them . It is

enough that I know.
I have always had this wild streak in me. From the time
that I was an infant in the hospital I knew that I had to

fight the establishment . That I had to shake society up . That
I had to keep the world on its toes .

I n the hospital, right after my birth, they put all of us
babies together in one little room,

with a

big window so

everyone in the world could just come by and look at you . I
knew that

privacy

this

and

window and over- crowding was

decency,

so

I

disobedience be known through

began
~

to

rebel.

a

breech of

I

let

my

great set of lungs . (I am also

a born leader, for I soon had the rest of the babies crying
and screaming out their protest with me--but I started them on
their path of enlightenment.)
As

I grew, I began to look for more ways in which I could

awaken everyone to understanding . In school this took the form
of refusing to cooperate in the learning and sharing process .
(My sharing policy did become modified in kindergarten when I
refused to let Molly Haskins play with the wooden blocks I was
using. Instead of realizing it was nothing against her
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personally,

but

only

a

policy

I

held

to

fight

the

establishment. she got mad , took a block, and hit me with it

on the head . I quickly decided that sharing. even if it was
part of establishment policy , might not be such a bad thing-at least with Molly .) I did, however, continue in my effort

not to cooperate in the learning process. My success in this
area was so great that by high school I could sit in English
class and not only be incapable of diagramming a sentence, but
sit through an entire class period and Dot even be sure what

the teacher was talking about. (Same people mistook this brave
stand for a mere lack of intelligence, but I considered this
to be establisrunent propaganda, and therefore continued to
remain happily ignorant.)

After high school I had a choice : go to work or go to
college. Deciding that the Establishment would want me to
wo rk, I opted for college . I came across the works of Henry
David Thoreau and became excited. I found that I could write
reports on Thoreau's work and not even have to read much of
it. (Thoreau is one of those writers that no one really reads,
but everyone has heard something about, so you can pretty

~ch

make up anything you want and say you read it in the middle of
walden. People just nod their heads and say, wYeah, I remember
something about that.W)
In reading about Thoreau (one or two pages into a
biography--no one reads a complete biography either), I found
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that

he

left

Harvard University without

taking a

degree

because he refused to pay the $5.00 graduation fee. I became
excited once again because of Thoreau . In the same spirit of
this man, I too refused to accept my diploma. Of course, some

might see my sacrifice as being less than Thoreau's, since I
wasn't going to get one anyway, but I feel the spirit of the

moment shouldn't get tangled up in a lot of needless facts. I
now had a mentor . I would live my life as I felt Thoreau would
i f he were me.
I came up with a set of rules to live my life by _ They

would cover all areas of living_ They were:

1) To refuse any job that I felt would demean me, contribute
to a cause I did not believe in, or that I could Dot get
because I was told I wasn't qualified.
2) Never to date any girl t hat refused to be seen with
me (unless she had a good excuse), and never to ask the
same girl out more than 10 times (no more than 6 if she
says, "Drop Dead I " more than 3 times in the same sentence).
3)

As I

remember, I guess I only came up with two rules.

Things seem simpler when you're caught up in a mission.
I

have mellowed out somewhat since I dropped out of

college the first time. I realize that cooperation can be a
good thing, that you don't always have to hear the beat of a
different drummer. Sometimes, however, I still get that rebel
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urge, and if I'm walking down the sidewalk I'll get that James
Dean cocky look, flip up my collar, and deliberately step on
the cracks . (I love my mother very much, and wish no harm to
her,

but it's like Thoreau says in the middle of Walden,

·Sometimes you've just gatta step on the cracks ." )

UNDBRSTANDING BCONOMICS

I HEAR MANY Americans .eking, -How in the world can we
have such a huge National Debt?- (I ' m not sure this should be

capitalized,

but

I

figure

anything

so

large

should

be

capitalized , not that si ze alone is the determdning factor, aa

Rhode Island shows.) The people that ask this question simply
don't understand economics· wat leaat government economics . To

these contused people, this easay is humbly dedicated.
The trick to understanding government economdcB is to

forget

everything you know about

Smith's wealth of NAtions ,

econanice.

Porget Adam

torget the debit/cradit double

entry book-keeping eystem that many buaineeeea use, and moat
importantly , forget coamon sense . With that out of the way, we
can begin to understand how our government spends money.
The basic beliet of government is· - ·You can't make money

unles8 you spend money.w Most people don't have much problem

with this . A little stimulation of the economy is good. Well,
it a little is good , then a lot must be great . So betore you
know it the government is spending money on products it
doesD't need 80 that the economy will grow strong . If they

quit buying something, then the company that makes the product
will 108. busineB.,

and the economy will Butter.

So the

government continues to buy any product it purcha ••• one •.

(This explains why our army i. .till being aupplied with
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conestoga wagons and black· powder rifles . )

If spending five dollars on a hammer is good for the
economy, then to pay two-hundred dollars for the same hammer
will create a real surge in the economy . And the beat part is

that it doesn't matter if the product is any good, because
eventually the only customer is the government, and they don 't

use the product anyway .
Granted, the person who ia making the hammer ia only

earning minimum wage whether the hammer is five dollars or
two-hundred, but aomewhere the economy is being stimulated.
(And you have to admit there' 8 something apecial about a twohundred dollar hammer. You probably wouldn't hear, 'Hey, come
look at my new hammer , ' but you most likely would bear, 'Hey,
Fred, take a look at my new two-hundred dollar

hammer I I)

Perhaps the beat way to explain it ia to look at it from
a personal perspective. Suppose you and your spouse decide to
go out for dinner. You try to decide between McDonalde or The

Orient Express, a fast food Chines. place. You have a choice,

but your choice is limited to your budget.
Now suppose that you and your spouse are going Ot _

to eat, but you are going with your next door neighbor. who

won't eat any of the meal with you, but will pick up the
check. McDonalda or The Orient Bxpreaa? Right I You laugh about
that as you are finishing your eighteenth courae at the fancy
French restaurant downtown. Well, the people in Washington are
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laughing aa _

are trying to deci de between McDonalds and The

Orient Bxpre••.

I have a plan for wiping out the National Debt. (Then we
wouldn't have to capitalize it . ) Why don't we aimply erase the
debt? What's the point of being the greateat and mightiest
country in the world i t you can't _aael out of a debt? Or i t
we can't do thia, how about • huge garage a.le to unload acme

of our junk on UDBuapecting foreigners. A little putty and
aame gold paint, and I'll bet _

could aven .ell the Liberty

Bell . We could juat Bet up table. on the White Hou.e lawn, and
t h en when all thoae foreign dignitaries are leaving with the
millions of dollars in 10lUlll we can lIIIlke them buy stutt --and
we ' ll know they have money.

If it ' s going to take a good old-fashioned garage .ale to
get this country back on i ts feet then let. do it (before that
crack in the Liberty Bell get. any bigger) .

MAGAZINBS IN WAITING OFFICBS

I HAD AN appointment with my doctor last week for a

checkup, and while I was in the waiting room I saw something
that bothered me . I was sitting in a chair, and to pass the

time I thought I would do a little reading, as waiting rooms
always have magazines for people to read while they wait.

(With the time it takes to actually get to see a doctor they
should put out novels like War and PeAce.)

I picked up one magazine and illlnediately my attention was
captured. In bold headlines on the caver it 8aid, -WILL

AMERICA BB PULLED INTO THE

~?'

Naturally I waa atartled .

What war were we in danger at being pulled into? Atter quickly
turning to the article I tound out that the war was what
became known as World War II.
After having a little laugh at this I decided the
magazine was placed here to. nostalgia butts . Deciding to tind
a magazine with current topics I browaed through the pile. I
discovered that there wasn't a magazine there past the year
1950 . Then it suddenly hit me-·it wasn't just this waiting
roan, it vas every waiting room that I've ever been in. None

of them have magazines that have been published within the
last torty yeara . I thought back to when I waa a kid and
remembered it waa the same then.
I suppoae it has alwaya been thia way throughout history.
I'll bet Adam and Eve couldn't read about the cain and Abel
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episode while they were in waiting rooms, but had to be
content with repeated readings of the six - day creation .
When Gutenberg invented the printing press I guess people

thought they would ' finally be able to sit in a waiting room
and read fresh material , since publishing on paper was new .
But odds are against i t. There were probably Sumerian clay

tablets, or maybe something about the cain and Abel episode,
but not hing recent .

The most worrisome thing about finding old magazines in
a waiting room is that it make. you wonder about the doctor .
If

t he most recent journal in his waiting roan announces that

the latest medical breakthrough is mummification do you
really want him examining you to see i f you need surgery? Does
he believe that those that say the heart pumps blood and
carries oxygen to different parts of the body are crackpot.
trying to gain acceptance of a new theory? Is washing hie

bands his idea of being on the cutting edge of technology? And
do you really want someone to pull your tooth that might be
wondering if he should vote for Lincoln or McClellan for
preside.at?
If doctors are simply too cheap to buy new ones I can
understand that . Times are tough. But there ia too much at
risk for me to doubt my doctor's competency . Besidea, what

if he deci des to vote for McClellan?

•

IN DBFENSB OF WHALBS

THBRB IS ONE member of our society that has been a
suffering v i ctim long enough . It is time someone stood up for

this neglected concern . This member and concern I am speaking
of is the whale . Por too long they have gotten the ahort end
of the stick, or, the shallow end of the ocean, it you will.
One can only wonder how whales , the gentle giants ot the
deep, have gotten such a negative image throughout history.

The answer IllUst be bad publicity . A little propaganda here, a
rumor there, and before you know it whales are the bad guys.

One of the first instances of bad propaganda i. found in
the bible . In the book of Jonah, Jonah is told by God to go to
Nineveh and tell the people that they are in big trouble if
they don't change their way• • Jonah didn't want to go, .0 God
made a whale swallow JOn.l.h to help him change hi. mind . But i.
the whale really guilty here, or is he himself an innocent
victim? He probably didn't want to swallow Jonah any more than
Jonah wanted to be swallowed. No- -he waH

..a

to swallow

Jonah . He probably even tried to ·get out of it. Whales eat
plankton I They don't go around looking for _lly men to
swallow . And besides, the whale did help change Jonah'. mind,

and as a result the people of Nineveh were aaved. The whale
should have been a

hero,

publicity.
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but wa8 he? No.

And

why?

Bad
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Barly Buropean sailors (not that they get up early, but
that they lived in an earlier time) also gave the whale a bad
name . Mistaking whales for sea monstera and evil beings I

sailor s once again put the whale in a bad light. These sailors
thought that whales were out to destroy them and their ship. ,
when in truth the whales were just curious and wanted to Bee

people that were silly enough to believe that if they kept
sailing straight they would fallo f f the end of the world.
(Early sailors actually believed this. They didn ' t know then
as we do today that there is a high waterproof fence that
keeps anyone from being able to sail off the edge.)
And

&8

i f the whale walln't having a bad enough time of it

wi th Jonah and early sailors spreading their tainted gossip,
there had to c ane along saneone who seemed to have a personal

vendetta against the wha l e. Herman Melville, a writer who••
career went up and down, was going through a down period, and,

knowing that people liked to hear bad thing. about whal •• , h.
decided he would take a poke at the whale a180. H. wrote a
novel, Moby Dick, where the whale comes off as a villain and
i& interpreted aa almost everything- - except something good.
I'd just like to know how the whale , Moby Dick, can be
seen as evil . Firat off, with a name like Moby you know h.'.
a nice guy. You can picture him. .s a little wbale, ·Bxcu•• me,

Mrs . Dick , but can Moby come out and play?' He wa. probably
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the little kid with the runny nose that always sat behind you
in math clas8.
Suddenly, from out of nowhere, some crazy man chases this
poor

whale

allover

the

ocean,

abusing,

taunting,

and

cursing ... well, is it any wonder Moby finally had enough? And
when they started throwing those harpoons I Wouldn't you feel

like sinking that ship? Even Melville, who was just out to
make a buck, knew that the whale was getting a bad deal. He
was

80

ashamed of what he was doing he wouldn't even use hi.

real name in telling the story. He say•• 'call me Ishmael.'

Ishmael? Right I Ishmael or Herman, it was more bad publicity
for the whale.
Whales have even been hunted tor perfume. It seem. that
some people thought whales knew where ambergris was hidden (or
same

kind

of

greaae--r

know

it

waSD't

Crisco

or

Pam) .

Obviously believing that the whales would tell them where thh
perfume was hidden, people hunted the whale to try and make
him talk, and hardly anybody complained because the reputation
the whale had received through history made many believe that
a whale had no right to keep perfume to himself anyway .
Bnough is enough I Let'. end this persecution. Whale. have
as much right to own perfume as any of us. (And I think they
should

be

allowed

to

vote

in

coastal

Btates.)

The

victimization ot the whale has gone aD long enough. The whale
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1& innocent, and it i8 time he is seen as such . We need to

smarten up and not tall tor all this talse propaganda and bad
publicity. Just because you read something doesn ' t mean it'.
true . We shouldn't write bad things about whales juat because
we can. We must end this negative attitude towards whalea and
learn to live and let

8W~ .

·IS IT ME, OR ... •

A RHETORICAL QUESTION can be one of the most effective
ways to gain attention and start people thinking . It is said
that Socrates' favorite method of teaching was in a rhetorical
fashion . There is , however, one form that is not only inane it
is downright aggravating to hear I I can't picture Socrates
standing in f ront ot a group of people and saying, ·Is it me,

or am I but a gadfly?'
People that start a sentence like this ought not to be

allowed to ask questions from anyone except their own kind .
They should have to wear little stickers or buttoD8 that .ay,
• Is it me,

or ... • They should pnly be allowed to &D8wer

questions that the rest ot us ask .

I have a theory that this habit is a health hazard for
the entire nation . Thoae of us t hat hear it otten are running

a high stress level, which is either going to lead to high
blood pressure or the death ot the ·Is it me, or ... ·er. I

don't believe I'm too far off base when I Bay that I think a
little shock treatment could work wonder. tor those people

that suffer from this affliction . A couple of hundred volt.
and you've got yourselt a reformer. We could initiate programs

to catch this affliction in its early stages. It'. a known
fact that those youngsters that use ·you know· more than twice
in a sentence go on to became ·18 it me, or ... ·er' • . It we
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could stamp this problem out in its earliest stage we could
800n make this a lIs it me, or ... • tree 8ociety.
Until the government realizes this .a a national problem
I'm afraid the rest of ua will have to carry on the beat we
can,

~weriDg,

'Yeal I know I , to the younger generation, and,

'Yeal It'. Xgull to the older.

MBl«)RY VERSUS MYTH

AS WE GROW older it is generally believed that we grow
wiser. There i8 a certain truth to this, a8 it is also a lie.
As

you grow up, there are certain ages that you can't wait to

reach: 16,

18 , 21, and some people have a thing about 25 .

Theae are all fine because at theae ages our body and mind .II.U.

still improving. We are becoming adul ts. We are becoming
masters of decisions (if not masters, at least we are forced
into making some). We are fulfilling our destinies.
This theory holds true to a certain age, and then, just

like a politician's promise after he gets elected,

it'.

forgotten. Body parts atop growing and improving at some point
in a person'. life and become useless or obaolete··or at leaat
barely functional . (I am not referring here to events such .a

accidents, disease, or hairy men named -Icepick- who collect
debts . ) One can often try and
a bad knee,

~~e

do with a aore shoulder or

but when you're dealing with the mind it'. a

little more difficult.
Anyone over the age of 30 has had thi8 happen to them:
You are driving in your car and it suddenly aeama like you'r
awaking from a dream. You know that you are going scaewhere or
you wouldn't be in the car, but you have DO idea where it is
you're going. You pull the car over to the side of the road

and try to remember where it is that you are heading . Atter
many frustrating minutes, it is usually decided that the
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destination must have been the grocery store·· this is why
people

over

30

generally

have

a

very

well-stocked

refrigerator.
A very embarrassing occurrence with memory 108s is when

you see acxneone and you remember just enough 80 that you know

that this ia a person who is familiar to you, but you have no
idea why . Many thoughts run through your head aa you realize
this is someone that you know . You repeatedly hit your head
with an inanimate object (the palm of your hand just seems too
soft to jar those memory cells loose), but all in vain . All
that you know i8 that this ia someone that you met somewhere.

Now the tricky part comes into play. The time comes for a
decision :
1) pretend that you don ' t see them and g o about your

business;

2) acknowledge that you see them but pretend that you are
in a big hurry and don't have time to talk;

3) run up to them, act like you are thrilled to see them,
ask them where they have been hiding, and say that you've
been trying to call but they were never home.

Number three is what moat people seem to opt for . The
trouble with number three is that you might end up laughing
wi th saneone that you remember later you can ' t stand. This

tends to take away from the enjoyment of really not liking
saneone.
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Another trouble with method number three is that you may
build a cloae relation.hip with 8omeone that you really don't
remember . This happened to me last week. I was in the grocery
store (after pulling over in my car , I figured that this must
have been where I was heading), and 8uddenly I saw an elderly
lady

coming

down

the

aiale

towards

me.

I

iDmediately

recognized her but didn't know why. Before I had a chance to
decide what to do,

ahe came up and gave me a big hug.

I

figured that we IllUst be friends, so I hugged her back. To make
a long story short , she say. she is my mother . I'm Dot .aying

she i8n't--but i t 8eema lik8 I would r _ r 80me of the
storie8 she tel18 me of my childhood when I visit her.
But a8 long a8 8he keeps making those delicious apple
p i es I'll keep visiting and laugh at the stories of my
childhood that I don't

reme~e r.

(I just don't know what I'm

going to tell the other lady that I met yesterday in the
grocery store who 8ays that ahA is my mother and wanta me to
visit . She 8ays ahe will bake me a cherry pie- - which ahe aaya
has been my favorite ever since I was a little boy.)
The moat important thing to r _ r about III8IIIOry
10 •• i. th&t . .. Hmmm, I aeem to have forgotten. Oh well, I'm
sure I'll remember on the way to the grocery store .
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the pool hall.
Some people try to take a vacation without taking their
spouaes. This is wrong because it takes away fram the effect
of a vacation.

A

man needs to take along his wife

80

she can

sit in the passenger seat ot the car and tell him to slow

down, turn, go taster, watch out for the car in front, the one
behind ,

the

one

she

8ees

two

miles

ahead

through

the

binoculars that is getting ready to turn, when to get gas , and
all other pertinent information that a man might forget or not

pay attention to it his wite were not along .
A woman needs to take her husband aloDg 80 when abe ia

watching some beautiful sunset he can romantically put his arm
around her and tell her he's got to go to the bathroom. And

when she sees thoughtful , intelligent, good· looking men she
can turn to her husband and watch him scratch hi. belly and
burp and know that he' 8 all hera.

Despite these bonuses some people still take vacations
without their spouaes . This seem. to be more succe •• ful for

women than it does for men. The reason for this i. that when
you get loat--and everyone who goes on vacation geta iO.t· ·

women will Btop at g48 stations every tew mil.. and get
directions. Men, on the other hand, will drive until the car
falls apart before they will ask for directions. They wait for
divine intervention. Without a woman in the car, a man has no

chance of getting beyond familiar territory and finding hi.
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way back .
And how could a vacation be a true success unless you

have a dependable atlas? It must be at least thirty years old,
torn, ragged , and at least two· thirds missing . If it still has

conestoga wagon trails and cavalry forts marked the trip will

only be that much better . Some people think that since the
atlas is destined to be sucked into the void familiarly known
as ·under the seat- it doesn't matter whether you have an old
atlas or an accurate new one .

This is wrong .
Not only is an old atlas a sort of symbol for a truly
successful trip, but you should study this old atlaa before
your vacation so you will have faint recollectiona ot places
that no lODger exist . This alone will guarantee two added

hours of arguing with your spouse when you say, -Thi. road'.
a short-cut . I remember it on the map . -

A last must is to stop only at gas stations that look
like they have been closed for several years, where guy. named
-Goober- pump your gas and say, -I aln't never heerd '0 tb'

place, " when you ask him for directions.
Of course, a true vacation in the Greek .ea.e i. only

possible if you have children and take them along. If you have
children then you know what I mean . If you haven't had the
pleasure yet all I can aay is at leaat we're out of the Middle
Ages and you don't have to vacation year round .

REINCARNATION

I

AM NOT one to make fun of another person's beliefs. I

am, however , one to question everyone's beliefs . There are

many things i n this world I don't understand· -most of which I

never expect to (how do you always lose one Bock in the dryer ,
how come you can never find your car keys when you're in a

hurry. etc.). But there i8 one belief that I have to question,
and that is reincarnation .
First and foremost i8 the having to start allover again.
If

you can't remember anything about a past life why repeat it

allov er again? If being on earth once wasn't exciting enough

to remember, why would anyone come back? If you were still who
you are it seems like you would recall everything. All you
would need to study is the brief period of time that you
missed in changing bodies, because you have learned everything
else.

The stupidity of

some

people lIeema

to be a

tough

argument to get around, which brings up another point.
If you are who you are tor the present lifetime, what
happens to who you were? It you were still the same it seem.
like you would recall everything. All you would need to atn dy
is the brief period of time that you missed in changing
bodies,

because

you

have

learned

everything

elae.

The

stupidity of some people aeems to b e a tough argument to get
around . Which brings up another point.
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If you were stupid in one life does

~hat

mean you are

going to be stupid every lifetime? Or rich? Or poor? The fact
that people have been getting married throughout history also
is a good argument against our having done it before and

remembering .

How 1s it deter.mined what race, color, or creed you will

be from one lifetime to another? If this is done randomly and
moat people have been most options,

this would explain why

humans always tight one another . There ia nothing a8 fun aa

fighting your family.
Here's the hard part. Not only can you be any race,
creed, or color, but any living thing on the planet. The way

I understand it, you either move up to a higher life form or
to a lower life form, depending on how you live your present

life. (A lying politician will be a slug in his next life, as
he is already near the bot t om and can't digress far , and an

honest politician ... I

think we'll have to _it for this

occurrence before we can see what he will become . )
As a person, you can think about thb prospect of good

and

evil,

and

about

how

it

will

affect

you

~

the

reincarnation scale, but can a worm really understand that be

needs to live a better life to become a bird? And what i t
you ' re a grasshopper? You get to spit that black juice on
people that try to pick you up , live off the farmer'. labor,

and jump great distances and not even get hurt when you land .
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Is there really any incentive to change? Wouldn't you just
want to live a mediocre life

80

you could come back again as

a grasshopper? The way I see it the incentive program really

needs to be improved.

HAIRCUTS

ONE OF MY earliest childhood memories is being dragged to
the barber , forced to sit in one of those chairs that make you

feel like a laboratory experiment, and then lifted off the
ground like you ' re a car on a hydraulic lift that is going to
get its tires rotated .
As if this wasn't bad enough, I waso't even able to have

an opinion about how my hair should be cut. Well, that's not

entirely true. I did have an opinion, and I did share it. But
it's amazing how adults refuse to listen to a amall child who

is screaming, 'I don't want it cut I I'm going to let it grow
down to my feetlNowadays, kids don ' t have to worry about thia kind of
treatment. You rarely see an honest-to- goodnes. barber ahop

anymore. Now all you find

a~e

beauty 8alon8 . I think thi8 i8

better for the kids, as far a. the haircut goe., but they're

missing out on a grand tradition . There ia very little fear
left in going to get your haircut. Now kids go to a beauty
salon and sit on a nice comfortable couch while they Y"' it,

breathing in the 8cent of permanent8 and cologne until it i_
their turn . They are then led to a plush chair where a lady
who resembles

Mi..

America flaahe. a huge smile at you and

asks you how you would l i ke your hair cut . Wonderful. But this
is not how it should be when you ' re young. There n••de to be
terror and eu.pense .
43
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When I was growing up we had the perfect barber in our
neighborhood--Mr. Potts. The mere mention of a visit to Mr.
Potts was enough to insure your blood would freeze .
Mr . Potts was old . I don ' t know how old he was exactly - no one dido-but I know he was old. Several generatioDs of
fathers had been taking their

BOns

to him, and everyone awore

that as far back as could be remembered he had always been

old .
He had one little area of hair left on hia head--right in
the center- - which reminded me of looking at a globe and aeeing
some small ialand in the middle of an ocean. He had fal.e
teeth that he would take out and point at ua kida and move
them while saying 'Nextl' and a big black eye-patch aver his
left

eye

underneath

his

glassea .

And

the

smell

_s

unforgettable . It _s a canbination hair tonic/tobacc%ld man
smell. Parents in my neighborhood didn ' t have to worry about
kids sneaking off and smoking.
memories

of Mr.

Potta

came

One whiff of tobacco and

flooding

back .

('Next I')

Any

thoughts of smoking a Cigarette were quickly forgotten. (It ' .
hard to hold a cigarette in your mouth when you"

j

busy

screaming . )
Mr . Potts didn't have a couch to _it on either . He had

crates . Wooden crates that smelled like they must have been
used for tranaporting spoiled vegetables. These were flipped
over and converted into seata. Generatiollll had sat upon thoa.
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crates in terror &s they awaited THE CHAJRl THE

~R

waa one

of thoae padded aeata that are on a pole that raises or lowers
the chair. Mr .

because

80

Potta had placed a seat - belt on his chair

many kids would try to jump out . And at some time

Mr. Potts must have decided that the padding in the chair

too comfortable,

waa

tor it had all been ripped out, leaving

nothing but metal.
I can still remember what a trip to get a haircut used to
be like. Palma sweaty and knees shaking , I opened the door to

his shop and then went and aat down on a crate .. . watching,
waiting .
And you had to watch . Mr . Potts wouldn't aet out any

comic books or magazinea . He wanted you to watch what awaited

you . Then , when he was ready for you, be would take out bie
false teeth and point them a t you and ahout, -NextlAfter he had you securely belted into the seat, he would
begin to tell you about how he used to cut hair in the war.

(Nobody knew which war, because he Dever would s.y, but moat
assumed it must have been the Revolutionary War . )
During this time of ref l ection, he would begin

talki~~

about how long your hair had gotten, and how -real men W dldn't
have long hair, at which time he proceeded to give you •

·Potts' cut . - A Potta' cut ia a little hard to describe,
because each cut was different . One thing w. . alway. the same,
however- -you were left with more hair on the left aide of your
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head than the right aide, aince that waa the side with the
eye-patch. Having the left side of your head freeze in the
winter . .a

a

part

of

growing up

for

every kid

in

our

neighborhood. Being excused fram cIa •• to thaw our head (or at
leaat halt of it) waa a common excuse .
The funny thing is, now that I am an adult I mi.s Mr .
Potta . I don't want to sit on a comfortable couch and read
.ome French magazine while I wait for Mias _rica to cut my
hair to my exact specificationa .

I mi.sed Mr _ Potta,

and

thought the good old days were over for good until last week .
I found a barber shop downtown that is a draam-come-true _ It ' s
almost as good as Mr_ Potts' shop. Mr. Bunch (the barber) is
old . I mean real old . The kida there tell me that he has
always been Old . And he even haa an eye-patch and false teechl
And he has the neat est hat-rack ___ speaking of hats, I'd

better get a thick bat t or winter--It'. been a long time .ince
I've had half of my head freeze _ (The only trouble with Mr.
Bunch ' s shop is that he has chairs,
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I have to bring my own

crate- - but no price is too high for happines • . )

STOPLIGHTS

STOPLIGHTS, TO ME, have always been a sort of mascot for
society . They tell us when to go , when to stop, and when we

should be very cautious in our proceeding . I personally don't
consider a culture civilized unless there's at least three

stoplights in the country.
When I was young I used to believe that there were little

people inside the stoplights that changed the color at any
moment

they

telt

like

it.

The

faster you

approached a

stoplight the faster they changed the color trom green to

yellow to red. I even thought they skipped yellow entirely at
times .

This is the kind of silly stuff you believe when you're
young. I now know better. There aren't little people inside

the stoplights at all . There are actually people sitting near
every s toplight with

r ~ ot e

controls that enable them to

change the light color at will . There must be two shifts

working stoplights, because it doesn't matter at what time you
come upon a stoplight · ·it could be three in the morning with
no other car near··the result is the same. As you near the

light it's going to turn red, and the fa.ter you try to speed

up to beat it, the faster it's going to change. And it you do
run a red light, a police car magically appears from nowhere

and pulls you over.
One drawback to stoplights is that they train aome
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people too well . making them overly paranoid . These are the
people that sit at atop signs for what seems forever, as if
they're wait i ng for the sign to change and read -GOI - Of
course, this i sn ' t t he typical reaction . Most of us see stop
signa as a chance to make up tor having to stop at all those

lights, and we simply run through them. (Stop signs don't seem
to have a8 much magic power •• stoplights when it comes to

making police cars suddenly appear, although at times they can
make other vehicles appear.)

Stoplights are the leader. of society . They take the task
of making major decisions away from us. We decide whether to
try and speed up to beat a stoplight, but the decision to
change has already been made for us by those people on the
corner with the remote control . If you think this burden of

dec iding isn't much , watch the next time a storm hits and the
people with the remote control s get scared and leave . The
lights get stuck on flashing yellow, and people have Buch a

difficult time deciding that policemen are called out to
direct traffic.
Stoplights truly are the mascot ·· and rightly so--of r r
society. They represent the pinnacle of our achievement. At
some far away future date ,

an archeologist will find the

remains Of a stoplight and a remote control and IDarvel at what
an advanced race we must have been.

Think about that the next time you're at a 8toplight.

!«lWING niB LAWN

IN LIFB THERE are certain disasters that everyone hopes
they will never see : drought, flood , pestilence, the plague,
and having to mow the yard. I list mowing the lawn last not
necessarily

b~cause

it's worse than the others (the plague,

for instance), but it tends to create more fear than any of
the other disasters known to man. It is a recurring fear . No
sooner is the fear finally faced and taken care of than it
begi ns again. You can't truly rest in peace because you know
that it will all have to be done over again··it ' s

just a

question of when . And that's the part that will get you . Just
waiting , hanging l i ke an innocent fly that happened to get
caught in a spider web and is waiting for the spider to show

up .
Throughout history people have fought this fear in
various ways. In typical, technological fashion, modern man
has tried to alleviate this fear through ·progress , - First a
s i ckle, then a push mower , then a self·propelled mower, and
f inally a riding mower,

a machine you lIit on and try and

pretend you're taking a leisurely drive through the country
It doesn't work. Mowing the lawn is still mowing the lawn .
It ' s still a dreaded, fearful task.
It you look at it in perspective, modern man doesn' t came
close to ancient man in the mower war. Even with all our
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modern weapODS we don't even come close to defeating the lawns
like our ancestors did. To combat the lawn we invented mowers .

Big deal I
Our ancestors were much shrewder . They were looking for
a way to get out of any involvement in mowing the lawn . (This
is after the numerous volcanic flows , of course , when a lawn
was not scalding and flowing past your cave , but actually

consisted

of

green

growing

things - -and

the

traditional

dandelions, of course.)
What did our ancestors do? They invented horaes, sheep,

cows, and a breed of dog that would purposely get sick and
have to eat grass . They took all the work out of their hands .
Why mow a lawn when you can invent a grazing animal to do it

for you? Some anthropologists believe that 80me tribes settled
down to an

agrari~

existence {that's a fancy scientific term

meaning they farmed} because they found it easier than being

a nomadic tribe (didn't farm) of hunter-gatherers. This is
only half true. Tribes did become farmers becau •• it was an
easier existence, not because food was more acce•• ible, but
because when they weren't

fa~ers

they had such a big lawn to

mow that they didn ' t have time for anything else .
In our intinite wisdam we have rid ourselves ot labor
saving devices and replaced horses , sheep, and cows with lawn

mowers . (We still have the breed of dog that purposely gets ·
sick and eats grass , but how much can a few dogs do?) Now
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instead of sitting back comfortably and letting animals take
care of our mowing problem we spend twenty minutes straining
our backs, wheezing like there's a tank sitting on our chest,
and sweating enough to endanger us from going from 98' water
to around 15t. Finally, just aa a lung is about to collapse,

the mower ahows a sign ot life, runs for a good solid 10 to 15
seconds, and then dies, along with your hopes, dreame, and

desi re to do anything but lay in a hot tub of water. ('Not
tonight dear.

I mowed the lawn today

I·

is a very CQIIInOD

expression in housebolds with push mowers.)

riding mower then you don't have

If you have a

to face all

of

these

problems, but you atill face the heat, the bugs, and the fact
that even though you're riding , you're still mowing the lawn.

If you are Dot going to use animals then it i. easier to

mow the lawn with a lawn mower than anything e18e . A few
people can keep a yard mowed up it they have a lawn mower .

•Just a short time back, between the time of getting rid of
animals and the development of lawn mowers, mowing the yard

was not just incredibly difficult but took many more people.
This is the reason that fami l ies usad to be 80 much larger.
Unle.. we see the error of our ways and bring animal.
back to eradicate the problem ot mowing the lawn, I am afraid
i t is a fear that we are juat going to have to learn to live

with. (Personally, I have a pack of grass eating doge and plan
to adopt many children.)

SHAltBSPBARB AND O'l1lBR PORBIGN WORDS

LANGUAGB IS 'l1IB great thread that binds all of
humanity together. Without language we wouldn ' t
understand what anyone was aaying--at least we wouldn't
have the range of expression that we have today. Using a
grunt to cover every expression and idea haa ita limdts :

GRUNT. (I want breakfast.) GRUNT I (I want breakfast nowl)
GRUNT? (What do you mean you don't aerve breakfast past

11?)
All you can aee, since nobody was ever aure when breakfast

was stopped being served language had to be invented. Things
went pretty well in this new language habit until one morning
at the Tower of Babel Bed and Breakfa.t when aome Southernera

came in and ordered some "ham-n-aa&gzzz . · This new way of

speaking with a drawl excited some, and they began speaking
that way also. This led to trying numerous dialect., and
before you knew it there was no longer one common language,

but so many different ones that the people who spoke the same
language would band together so that they would still be able
to order breakfast (if it wasn't past 11) .
One group that banded together spoke a language known

&8

Bnglish. Atter many centuries of trying to speak it properly
in Bngland, it was finally introduced to America, where the
ridiculous accent was dropped. It haa been spoken correctly
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ever since. Americans not only spoke English properly, they

improved it so much that it has practically become a language
of its own, often referred to &s American Bnglish . But why

should it be called American Bnglish? We need to purify our
language of outside influence . We live in America, and we
speak American. Let's get rid of non-American wordl! that we

have adopted from other countries . It is time that the
vox-populi be heard .
The trouble with using foreign words is that it tears our
culture apart . We are becoming too dependent on foreign

'Jords. This may not seem

80

bad &s long .a other countries

keep sending us a steady supply , but what if they decide to
suspend shipment? Bven today many people wouldn't be able to
finish a sentence i f they didn't have the convenience of a
foreign source . It 1s becaminq dangerous .

Suppose, for example , that the Prench decided to take
back all their words that we have gotten in the habit of
borrowing? It could happen . The Prench are a very tempenuous
group . (They were the ones that originally said that breakfut
wouldn ' t be served after ll.) Some people would starve simply
because they could no longer go to a restaurant to eat . The••
people would starve rather than go to • -burger joint- or a
-hash-house . - We have become 80ft. And it'. not just the
French. If the Japanese withdrew their language iDVeatment

many people would be stranded without a vehicle.
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The sad part is that this foreign element has not only
worked its way into our speech but also our literature. If we
are going to truly be ODe people we must a180 depend upon our
own writers to create our own literature . As the great and
famous American writer Emerson sanebody, or something Emerson

(who wrote many great and wonderful American worka ·· none of
which I can recall at the manent) once said, or wrote ... well,

I don't remember exactly what he said, but I'm pretty Bure

it was aomething about how Americana ahould buy his books
because he ¥as an American. Unfortunately , we have ignored
this advice for moat of our history . Don't get me wrong, I

enjoy foreign authora, but I think we in America have placed
too much emphasis on them. I eapecially enjoy the Shakespeare
musical about the two rival atreet ganga, the ' Pins and the
Sharks, I believe. Let' a aee . . . what is the name of that? Romeo
and Juliet on the West Side, I think. Something like that,
anyway . It's a great piece ot work, but we Deed to concentrate
more on American authors . We have become 80 negligent in our
teaching of American authora that many people don't recognize
the names of many ot our greats like Twain, Steinbeck,
Tolstoy , Dickens, Faulkner, DePoe, or even Homer, that great

nineteenth century playwright.
If we are to save this country, the time to act i.

now. We must purge our language of outside influence . It
may take a little time to get uaed to hearing 'GRUNT
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potato . - (·I want a potato ·- -tor potatoes are also native),

but think about the rewards: a truly pure language and the
possibility of getting breakfast served after 11 .

UNCLE SAM WANTS ME?

FOR A PEACE-lovi ng nation we seem to love our anned
forces a great deal . The desire to want our children to carry
forth the olive branch i s BO strong that we almost hate to

send our service representatives to them i n hi gh school . But
everyone needs a job, so why not the service? It haa a proud
tradition , paya regularly , and if you're lucky you can get to
r i de in a neat plane or one of those huge ships and fish for

sharks .
Maybe the trouble I have about the service branches la

the representatives . Popeye for the Navy, Beetle Bailey for

the Army (or Sad Sack- - there ' 8 fierce competition for the Army
poster boy) , and Galler Pyle tor the Marines.

Sure, Popeye is pretty tough after he has that can of
spinach ,

but

forearms I

let' 8

take

You couldn't

an overall

l if t

view.

Look at

your arms to open a

those

can of

spinach I And i f you ever actually succeeded in getting a shirt
on over those forearms you would have such a struggle that you
would just wear the same one for the rest of your life. I

don't know what people in the Navy do to get forearms like
that, but

I

don't think too many people are going to ru8h out

and buy a Navy exercise video . And you alway. hear the brag

that if you join the Navy you'll have a girl in every port.
Have you taken a good look at Olive Oil? There's no part of
her body that is as thick ae
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of Papeye'e forearma.
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Beetle Bailey or Sad Sack? It doesn't really matter .
Neither one seems to much enjoyment or satisfaction from the

fact that they're in the

Army

(unless getting kicked around by

a sergeant is a rewarding career) . The worst part of the Army

is their slogan: "We do more before 9 a . m. than most people do
all day . "
Why?
I'm not saying it would be difficult to do more before 9
a.m . than I do all day, but what's the point? Does this mean
you wouldn't have anything left to do the rest of the day?
Would the sun begin to set at 10 : 30 a.m.?
Gomer Pyle? I don't think I need to say anything more
about this.
I

am not overly excited about joining the service

(although my wife and kids somet imes hint that I should), but
I am a Patriot . I f my Nation needs me I will be happy to
serve. And since the other branches already have mascots,

perhaps I can become the poster boy tor the Air Porce . I have

terrible eyesight and am terrified of heights, but I don't •••

how that should matter. I am going bald (except in my eara),
and I have a pot belly. The perfect inspiration, I should
think, to send people off into the "Wild Blue Yonder." I could
be the -Mild Gray Wonder . w
If Uncle Sam wants me, I'm ready.

HISTORY AND HINTS ON LITERATURE

I USED TO be terrified of English. I used to tremble
1n the back row of English class and pray that Mrs. Phelps
wouldn't see me--but she did . It didn't matter how low
I Bunk down in my seat, I seemed to have something that
acted like a homing beacon to her questions. I believe
she valued my insights and opinions highly, because she

was always asking for them.
The days when I would miss class I believe the room
just sat 1n silence, no one able to answer any of the
questions. I never could figure out why she gave me such
low marks when ahe seemed
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interested in my answers.

Sometimes ahe would even write my answers down. I asked
her once why she wrote my answers down, and she said if

she didn't no one would believe her .
Poetry was a special avenue of torture for me. I
couldn't understand why a person would pick such an awkward
and confusing way of saying something. If you have something
to say just come out and say it, don't try to disguise
and hide it. 7his was the original purpose f or poetry,
but people, as usual, carried an idea too far. In ancient
times when kings were a nickel a dozen (every
self-respecting, down-trodden country had a king), if the
people were unhappy of angry with a king they couldn't
just come out and say, "The king is a no qoodinkl" or,
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"The king wears polk.a-dot gym shorts" . They had to disguise
it 1n such a way that they wouldn't qet in trouble. For

instance they might say:
See the fields growing corn?
Nol Alas they were forlorn!
Someday they will grow once more,
Such 1s the reason death is for.
This 1s a disguised way of saying that they'll be
happy when this guy is gone. I understand the need for

mystery back then, but why did people have to continue
this tradtition? I'll tell you why. Just to make life
difficult for students that would be forced to try and
decipher theae cryptic messaqes--wlthout the aid of any
Rosetta stone!

It was years before I was able to enjoy literature,
and that only came about because of a happy discovery.

I found that one of my greatest l oves--the outdoors--has
a lot in common with literature. Example. Ernest Heminqway.
Not only was he a great outdoorsman, he also wrote many
stories upon that idea. There's even new evidence that
Homer was perhaps the greatest outdoorsman of them all.
The great architect of the Odyssey and the Iliad i8 today
believed to have been a huntinq and fishing quide. Evidence
shows that he had a bar tab with "Plato's Bar-n-Grill"
and an account with "Solon's Democratic Survival Company,
Inc."

I found that, just like these great writers,

if
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you think a.bout the outdoors when you read

you'll be able

to understand everything_ This discovery also opened up
new worlds for me 1n social circles. No longer did I go
to those hob-nob parties And have to sit 1n the corner
And try to seem AS 1f I were pondering some heavy issue.

I could now enter into the mainstream of conversation
safely. I found out that any literature d1scu8sion could
be tackled with a hunting or fishing approach. Example:
Someone Asks you, "What do you think of the works of

Boccacia?" Now, you don't know Boccacic from Adam, but

don't let that worry you. Just say sOIIlething 11ke, "Not
bad, but I find the flow interrupted by the constantly
moving sediments. The depth of the work 1s often followed
by shallowness, which creates a vortex that seems to eddy
around and ripple." The hunting approach would be, "He
seems to try to sneak up on the reader and catch him
unawares. This crouching lead. to far too much quarry,
which never seem8 to reach its limit." The important thing
i8 to never show that you like anythinq. Always try to
find faults and criticize, and always look down when you're
talking. This 8eem8 to 8ignify either divine insight or
glowing humility.
This outdoor approach isn't alway. enough to qet you
through a literature discussion (unle •• you're at "Plato's
8ar-n-Grill" at the time), so I have listed a few literary
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terms that will undoubtedly come up:

Point of View: This 1s asking, "Where did you first see
the book?" In a grocery aisle, flea-market, etc.

Theme: This 1s A Latin word meaning condition. When you
are asked the book's theme I've found that

A

good, "Fair.

But I got a great priceJ II answer is best.

Setting: People who read a lot are very proud of their
bOOKS, so naturally they want to show them off. When someone
asks you where the setting of the book. la, they're wanting
to know where you display it. A good answer would be, "In
the living room," or "On the coffee table."

Foreshadowing: This is simply asking where do you read?
Under a tree, 1n the living room, etc. I find that the
living room couch is usually where I foreshadow, but you
should find wherever you're most comfortable.
As you can see, once you understand the relationship
between literature and the outdoors, and get a few technical
terms under your belt, a discussion of literature can not
only be a Cinch, but can also lead to some wholeso••
character building. (Just remember to find a co.fortable
spot to foreshadow inJ

LAZINESS AND INVENTIONS

IT IS OFTBN said that necessity is the mother of
invention . If that is so, laziness must be its father, or at
least a very close cousin. If it were not for the lazy persons
in this world, how many of our conveniences would we have?
Bell dldn' t invent the telephone because he wanted governments
to be able to coumunicate. He invented it

80

he wouldn't have

to walk the mile and a half to gossip with his neighbor.
Bdiaon invented the light bulb because he was too lazy to fit
all of his work into the daytime. Pard perfected the car
because he hated having to walk to town. Bven ccmnunism d1dn' t

owe ita birth to a great revolution of thought, as many
believe--rather, it came from the fact that aome people were

too lazy to learn Bngl1sh and become a democracy. They felt it
would JUSt be eaaier to becOll\t: c OIIIInlOiats , since they already

spoke the language.
It's easy enough to imagine how these inventions come

about. Picture this : A man is in the house all alone. The
television i8 left on. The man awakene to notice that the

television has been left on the public station. He shouts for
someone to come and change the channel, and then he remembers
that he is the only one in the house. Scared at the thought of
this happening again, BANG I The remote controller is invented.
Moat people don't understand the need and importance of
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lazy people in society - -even with all the proof before their
eyes. My wife is such a person. Whenever I'm on the living
room couch thinking up ways to make civilization a better

place to live, she just comes around and shakes me and tells

me not to snore so loud when I'm thinking.
When I was younger I let reproaches like this bother me
and felt like I was doing something wrong , or tha t I was

somehow bad because I was lazy. I have since learned the error
of my ways . I am stronger now . I have learned that if you

truly believe in something you have to take a stand regardless
of the pressure fr om society.
If Ford had just given in and listened to those that told
him walking was good exerc : ae , we wouldn't have the quality
cars we have today . If Ford could stand up for what he
believed (or sat down, actua l ly ), then so can I

(although I

prefer to lie down on the sofa for what I believe in ).
Ford, Edison, Bell, Marx . . . these are just a few
examples of the importance of laziness to society, but I
believe they express the idea rather clearly . I am not
stopping this essay because I have no further proof, but
rather, because I'm too lazy to make any more points .
(Besides, I'm working on one of the great problems facing
SOCiety today--how to go to the bathroom and the kitchen for
a snack during the same commercial break.)

BBI.IBF

IF THERE'S ONE thing I've noticed about people it's their

incredible ability to believe in something simply because they
choose to. An old story says a slave can be a king if he only
believes himself one.

(Personally, I think a little more is

needed· ·like a kingdom. But I guess kingdoms are where you

find them.) This ability is what we call belief.
I have always been a person with strong belief. Many

people get discouraged if they feel too much time has passed
for

sanething they want.

believing.

This

is

the

They simply give up and
test.

If

you

quit

really believe

in

something you are willing to wait a very long time. This
separates the lukewarm believers fran the hard- core believers.
I

am one of the hardest core believers there are. lowe this

to my grandmother. When I was very little she told me that if
you really believe in somethiLg it will happen, although it
might tAke sane time. Ever since she told me that I haven't

had any trouble waiting.
There are skeptics out there who don't believe in

anything

~d

enjoy trying to annoy thoBe of us who do.

~.

brother i8 ODe such persoD. When I was young I wanted a pony.

I didn't really believe that I would get one until my tenth
birthday, when my brother told me he overheard our parents ••y

they were getting me a pony for my birthday. Prom that """""nt
on I was a believer in my pony. My brother had made the BtOry
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up, of course , hoping to Bee me disappointed . I must admit

that I was a little, but I have never given up my belief in my
pony .
I remember another event around this time that I really

wanted and believed in. Blmira Crimshaw . In the seventh grade
I developed a huge crush on her. Even though we never kissed
or held hands· · or even spoke to each other, I consider her my
first love. I used to sit in Mrs. Marcum's class and dream
about the two of UB .
We were hardly ever apart. I was always making Bure I

va.

'accidentally' where she was (although she didn't know it
because I would hide). I carried her books home tram school.
(Actually I took her notebook from her desk when no one va.

looking 80 I could have something of hers near me, but wben I
saw the hearts drawn on it and the writing in the heart that

said, 'Elmira and Johnny forever' I took it home and hid it in
the attic . ) I would even talk to her on the phone for hour• .
(At leaat I would Almost talk to her for hours. I would dial

her number and then quickly hang up for hours on end. Once I
even went so far as to let it ring.)
I

went through this kind of existence through

moat of

the year wben I saw my star begin to shine. The annual Sadie

Hawkins dance. The dance where a girl asks the boy to go. Many
people might have thought our never having talked to eachother
too big an obstacle for Blmira to Ask me to the dance, but I
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knew the secret . Belief I
Three different girls asked me to the dance that week
(three more than had ever asked me to go anywhere), but I

turned each of them down, tell i ng them that I already had a
date . She hadn't asked me yet,

but

I knew Elmira would .

I

believed . I waited all week and then the night of the big
dance came. I showered, put on my best clothes, and waited by

the phone for Blmira to call . My friend Mark told me that it
was a really nice dance, and that Elmira and Johnny were voted

the best looking couple there. But I didn't lOBe faith, it was
just a matter of time.
There are same things, however, that don't seem to work
wi th belief no matter how long you wait.

Getting out of

speedi ng tickets , finding your lost library book, being able
to make i t

to a gas statio!"! when your car reads -8-,

and

getting your money back that you loaned a friend are a f ew of
these.
For most things , though, belief will work . And don't be

discouraged if you really believe in something and it seems
like it's no closer to happening . Remember that it is part of
the test to see if you truly believed . As Grandma said, 'It
may not happen today, but it'll happen . ' You just have to have
enough belief. (I have a shed that I keep ready for my pony,
but I'm not quite sure what I' ll tell my wife when Blmira
comes to ask me to go to the Sadie Hawkins dance.)

- AT LEAST WE'RE NOT CANADA I -

MANY PBOPLB TODAY feel that America, the land of the
free, the world's -last, great hope , - is slipping . Stop and
ask someone if they think America is growing stronger and
greater and the answer nine ttmes out of ten will be no . The
positive, enthusiastic,

- I'm better than anyone else in the

world, and I live in America,

the greatest country in the

worldl- attitude has been falling to the wayside since the

1960s.
If you look at the American reign it was very short

lived, i f indeed it is over.

~eaa

than 20 years, really. After

WW II America became the great world power .

We

let some

others , like Russia, China, France, and Bngland pretend that
they

were

world

powers

also ,

because

it

was

fun

to

be

condescending to former royalty. We enjoyed a brief -to Hell

with what you aay ' reign until t r.e 1960a and Vietnam, when we
began

to

think

(alwaya

a

dangeroua

thing

to do).

Some

questions were raised, but we continued with a pseudo-reign

until the 1980s when the Japanese and Germana (the two main
factors that put us on our throne of world power) challenged
us economically . We began to 108e faith i n ouraelv••. Maybe we
weren't

the

greatest

people

on

Barth

anymore .

Maybe

we

couldn ' t make the best product.

The heart of the problem ia what I just mentioned.
We have lost faith in ourselvea .
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~ter

WW II we believed we
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were the greatest people on Barth and the greatest country,
and we became both . The solution is obvious. If we are going
to be THE world power again we need a slogan . A rallying

point . Slogans have always given people that extra incentive .
They are an important part of history:

ship 1·

RDon't give up the

(John Paul Jones during the American revolution);

RDon't fire ' till you see the whites of their eyes . - (Andrew
Jackson at the Battle of New Orleans); -Remember the Alamol-

(used during the war with Mexico, but subsequently used by
every Texan since for everything from buying sboes to voting.

One often wishes that Texans would torget the Alamo); -Hey,

this thing isn't loaded'" (Alexander Hamilton in his famous
duel with Aaron Burr right before Burr fired his pistol) .
Businesses also use catchy slogans to improve trade .

McDonald's

is a

good """"'Ple.

They simply came up with

"Billions Served " and became a world empire. (Many foreigners
think that McDonald's is America, and that Ronald McDonald is
our king. Americans had trouble trying to remember if Ronald
McDonald was our president or Ronald Reagan, a problem that
persisted until Reagan began buying his clothes at a different
store . )

I was Sitting around with some friends the other
day, and in between poker handa we were diacussing iasues like

the American economy , which pretzels tasted beat with beer,
and America's continuing decline as a world power. Talk began
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to get pesstmistic and gloomy and we were all beginning to
think it was hopeless when Bill interrupted and said,

"At

leaat we're not canada.-

Now, I don't know anything about canada . In a truly
patriotic American fashion I am ignorant about anything not
American. But I have nothing against canada. I have never been
there. The pictures I have seen of it make it appear to be a
very nice place- - if you like snow. That is not the point . We
need a slogan, and canada i. available. And immediately after
this was said we all began to feel better about our country
and its future. So if the country can rally around "At least
we're Dot canadal- then let'. 40 80 . Time i. running out. If

we don't adopt a Blogan soon all we might be able to say is
-At least we're not Atlantisl- (Bxcept Texa nB , of course, who
will continue to .ay, -Remember the Alamol-)

RAINY DAYS

THERE'S JUST SOMETHING about rainy days that touches
a nerve in a way that sunny days can't. Most of us enjoy
a sunny day, we even try to plan our vacations with sunny
days in mind. I have met very few people that pick their

vacation spots where they think there will be a lot of
rainy days while they're there. But even

80,

I think most

people enjoy rainy days--as long as there are plenty of
sunny days in between.

The trick 18 that rainy days make us slow down a little
bit. When we drive in the rain we donlt go .s fast. We
have to think and be cautious. We can't just run outaide
and play. We have to s t ay in the house and read or, better
yet, just stare out the window and watch it rain. There
is a sad kind of melancholy feelinq you qet when you watch
the rain come down. I don't know

~!

it'a becau •• we realize

that the rain haa come down from the heavena and is
temporarily bound on earth just as we are, or if it iB
the rhythm of the rains falling, giving the aame f.el of
a favorite sad Bong, which one also haa the need of now
and then.
A cold, winter rain is miaerable. It juat reainds
one that the .eaaon will be cold and have it. way for a
while longer. Since theae rains have that effect, .ost
people call it sleet, a sort of Mevil twinM of a good,
cleansing rain. A true rain only occur. in the
70

.~erti ••
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(or late spring), when the temperature 1s

~t

least 70

deqreee. At times like that you donlt even mind getting
caught out in the rain. As a .atter of fact, most people
enjoy being out on a true rainy day_ Whoever started the
comment, "He donlt know enough to come in out of the rain,"
was obviously never out during a true rain.
I remember when I was young I didn't feel this way
towards rain. I would just get upset because I felt that
the rain was taking away from my play time. I always got
mad when it rained until one day my grandmother told me
that rain was only water spilling out of God'. bathtub.
After that I never minded when it rained. I always thought
of God and hi. big bathtub Ca footed one). Who was I,
anyway, to resent God taking a bath?
I'm older now and, as with .ost thing., life becomes
more difficult to explain and understand--except rain.
Rain is still simple. Easy . Cleansing.
Perhaps we just need more rain to clean up the world.
Maybe if God took more baths this world would be a better
place to live. And if noth i ng elae, the rainy days help
us appreciate the sunny days.
H. . . . .

bath water.

Looks cloudy. I gue •• God must be running hi.

CAR HORNS

IN TODAY'S SAFETY conscious buyer's market a

Seat belts

new car

comes with many required

features.

have been

required since the 1960s,

plexiglass has replaced regular

glass, and air bags are even becoming standard features . We
are becoming more and more concerned about how sate our cars

are- · after all, we spend a great deal of time in them, so it's
only natural that we want them to be as safe as possible.

There is still one item of a car, however, that all cars come
equipped with but is not required.

It is a very important

piece . A vehicle won't run without one , at least not properly,

and drivera are under increased risk if this piece i. mi.sing.
I

am talking, of course, about the horn.
Horns are 80 important to travel and vehicles that they

were invented long before the automobile. Lovers of cla88ic
movies will remember that g r eat chariot race Bcene in -Ben·
Hur- when Ben·Hur was honking his horn like a madman trying to
pass the other chariot racers.
watched that movie.

I remember when our family

How tense we all became during that

exciting race acenel Dad worked up a aweat pantomiming, trying
to help Ben - Hur honk that horn just a little bit louder .

Of course Roman' a didn't invent the horn, it va. invented
much earlier. Bgyptian hieroglyphics show that the Bgyptian
barges that sailed on the Nile were equipped with horns .
(These hieroglyphics also ahow that the Egyptians experimented
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with the turn signal, but since there were very few places to
turn on the Nile it was later abandoned . >
The relationship between horns and Man has not always

relied on the dependance of a vehicle, however. The ancient
Persian empire had runners carry messages

throughout

the

empire, and standard issue for each runner was a hand held
horn to blow at people who might be i n the way .
The horn's role has never been so large as it has been in
the twentieth century . With the advent of more and more people

owning cars , the horn has became what it now 1&--8 necessity.
With more and more traffic. there are more and more traffic
jams , more drivers that have no idea of how to drive, and more

competition for cutting in and out of traffic . Without the
horn to constantly blow and release anger people would drop
like

f l ies

from

heart - ~ tt ack8

and

high

blood pressure .

Shouting is still a great way of expressing opinions t o other
drivers, and will never go out of fashion, but too much of
this method leads to a straining of the vocal chorda, which
quite often restricts your ability to argue with your spouse.
If used properly a horn , just like a face, can be used to
express many emotions : raw anger (as when a pedestrian runa in
front of you and you real ize you're too late to speed up and
zoom right in front of him and scare him to death, 80 the but
you can do is blow your horn at him a8 he calmly walke in
front of your car , warning him that there will be a next
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time) ; frustration (traffic jams are a great example of just

blowing at the world because you're tired and need to release
anxiety); happiness or excitement (weddings , seeing someone

attractive walking down the street. and funerals if you are
named the soul heir)

t

and sometimes just a need to get on

somebody's case . (The best example of this is when waiting at
a stoplight. Reaction time varies as to how 10Dg people wait

until they begin to blow their horn at you to move. In Chicago
they begin almost as soon as the light turns red, Dot wanting
to take the chance the driver in front of them might begin to
move as soon as the light turns green , and thereby missing
their chance to use their horn .

In Mississippi, however,

people may wait for several days at a stoplight before they
begin to blow, as the reaction time is such that many are

unsure if they are moving or not.)
As

important as the horn is, some people still buy a

vehic le without testing the horn out to see if it i8 really

their kind of horn . People should look for a horn that seems
to be an extension of themselves, that lets the world know who
they are whenever they use it. When a person is buying a used
car same important questions to ask are, -How otten haa the
horn been used?-,

-How long do you generally hold the horn

down?-, and -If you were a horn, what kind of horn would you

be? Even though these questions are of the utmost tmportance
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in matching a buyer with a car they are otten neglected . And
aome people will buy a used car even it the horn doean' t work .

Why? Not only i8 the car usele •• , it ' . very dangerous for the
driver· · and others . Same people think they don't need a car

horn, that a hand- held air horn will work just a8 well, but
it's not the same. At scme trattic jam or stoplight that air
horn is going to give out when you need it moat and BAM I
Another heart-attack victim. And just becauae he thought he
could drive hia vehicle without a proper horn.
Seat belt., plexiglas. , air· baga--they're all usele ••

without a properly tunctioning horn. It we're really aerioua
about utety then let' a show it. Write your school board and
demand that bUB homa be checked at leaat once a week. Flood
the government with pleas to demand stitter regulation ot car
homa . And, moat important) y , parente, i t you are teaching
your kids to drive remember to start ott eaay . Let them get
the hang of stoplight blowing betore you take them downtown to
the tratfic jam. Proper horn blowing requirea practice. (Atter
all, even Ben-Hur had to practice with hia horn at the atablea
before he was able to uae it so well at the chariot race • • )

SNOW

IT'S FUNNY HOW your perspective can change as you
grow older. Many of the things that were wonderful and
the delight of your heart sometimes grow to become the
bane of your existence. Crackers with peanut butter, melted
chocolate, melted marshmallow, drenched with syrup 1s one

example. Another wonderful childhood memory that has changed
1s my feeling

towards snow.

I remember how hard I used to pray that it would snow,
for snow meant all things wonderful. Schools would often
close; snowball fights were rampant; cars would slide on
the roads; sledding down "oeadllan's Hlll", and numerous
other enjoyments that made a boy's life at the &ge of twelve

seem complete.
The joy of seeing a car coming down the road and start
to slide sideways was enough to Bend our adrenal in racing.
We placed bets on whether the car would straighten out
or be magnetically pulled towards the telephone pole, which
was the safest bet, as snow seems to act as a chemical
conductor between vehicles and telephone poles.
And who can forget the joy of hitting your best friend
with a snowball in the back of the head so hard that he
would fall face down in the snow? And school closings!
What greater thrill was there than to hear that school
has been canceled! (The only thing close 1s to see your
teacher coming down the road in his car and start to slide
sideways towards the telephone pole.)
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Perhaps the most enjoyment from snow, however, came
when Dad put snow-chains on the tires. Dad, who was not

a swearing man normally, made up for that fact when he
put on snow-chains. Although he didn't enjoy this chore
he became very adept at It--BO much so that not only did
the neighbor kids come to watch, but also their fathers.
(I am referring to the speed and proficiency of his
swearing, not of his ability to put chains on, which
averaged about an hour per

tir~

Ouring winter I was the

envy of every kid 1n the neighborhood.

Now that I am an adult 'I see things 1n a different
light. Having to shovel the driveway clear of anow somehow
warms my body but not my heart. And being inside a car
as it begins sliding towards a telephone pole has
drastically altered my desire of the outcome. And although
I am quite proficient in dealing with snow-chains thanks
to my Oad (the swearing part, not actually getting the
chains on, as it takes me about two hours a tire), I still
find the task tedious.
It's aad when something that used to be the cause
of so much enjoyment is now nothing but a hassle and the
cause of discoafort. (The only pleasure I get now is hitting
my neighbor in the back of the head with a anowball when
he ' s taking the trash out. It lightens my heart to aee
him rollover the trash cans and go sliding down the atraatJ

NEWS

THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT human nature that makes us
intensely curious about anything that happens to anyone else.
You may get tired of hearing a friend tell you his problems,
but when the information is from a third party you're hooked.
And our attention rate can be read by this thermometer:
news~-a

good

little warm; bad Dewa--fever; terrible Dewa-·raging

temperature with a chance of igniting I
Jesus said, -Man cannot live by bread alone,· and he was
right. We a180 need bad news to survive. And most people seem

to like it spread thick on their bread of life.
OUr need for this fix of bad news can be seen in several
ways . Newspaper, radio, and over the fence gosaip supply us
with

part

of

our

addiction,

but

the

two

most

powerful

suppliers are accidents we witness and television news .
When we drive past

a~

a ceident, we are torn between

wanting to seem humane and decent, and fascination. We strain

our necks trying to drive past an accident while staring over
all

the police cars and firemen.

And a8

we ' re

catching

glimpses of what happened, we suddenly feel like we've been
caught by someone who noticed that we are fascinated by the
gruesome spectacle. Not wanting to appear like SaDe Jack
Nicholson character, we commit whiplash by flinging our head
forward, which leaves us trying to act innocent a8 we drive to
the hospital to have our necks looked at.
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But we're not fooling anybody. The long line of people in
emergency roams with sprained necks is proof of that .
Television news is the best example of this sickness we
have of needing to hear bad news . Fortunately, our attention

span is so pathetic that about 20 to 25 minutes is all we can
stand. And since there is so much bad news they have to divide

it up between bad news outside of our country (which is like
seeing an accident while you're on vacation, because you're
fascinated , but it probably won't affect you), and bad news
from inside our country (which i8 more like seeing an accident

in your neighborhood and knowing i t could affect you) .
After these 2S minutes come 25 more minutes of news
called local news, which is compiled by a local broadcaster ,

but the formula is the same. This time,
events

are vacation accidents ,

though,

and regional

news

national
is

the

neighborhood accident. And as i f all this bad news weren't
enough,

they add sports and weather . In sports someone is

always -blown-away-, -mutilated-, -killed-, or -murdered-, and

for the weather they will find someplace in the nation that ia
having a hurricane, flood , drought , tornado, or blizzard.

I don't know why we enjoy hearing and seeing bad neW8.
And I don't know why we don't outlaw it. I suppose the theory

is that i f we know about a problem then we can try and fix it .
This theory haa a flaw. We have better coverage of bad news

than ever before, yet most people will tell you the world jU8t
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aeems to be getting in worse shape all the time .
It'a time tor a change I I am on a crusade. I am Dot

going to watch any more television (until my T. V. is
repaired) or stare at any more accidents as I drive past

(at least until my sprained neck is better) .

MAN'S BEST FRIEND?

I HAVB RECBNTLY finished a scientific study of the utmost
importance and I thought I would share the findings with the

public . You may like to know my qualifications, to see for
yourself how reliable a source the author is. Let me say now

that the veracity and integrity of the author i8 above doubt ,
and a8 for the qualifications for this study , just let me say
that no one haa approached the subject with a more serious

intent than this author. With that out of the way, let us
continue.
Dog. have been man's best friend

tor centuries, but bow

well do we really know them? I decided that a scientifically
approached study of dogs was needed . (I specify scientifically
because many amateura out there have done aome little bit of

research on this subj ect, but t hi s is the first time a TRAnIB!l
obaerver··such as my_elf--Bet out to do such a lengthy study

of the subject.)
While unobserved (for the most part) I studied scme 200
dogs in their natural setting. One thing that I noticed that
all these dogs have in common is a blood-thirsty desire to
attack anyone that they feel is observing them and invading
their

privacy.

After

some

five

months

of

..rious

and

painstaking reaearch, I found that there wall nothing about the

dog that is worth spending five long months re•• arching.
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I have given the matter serious thought, and I have come
to a decision: we need a new best friend. One that we can have

dominion over without fear. One that is safe yet lovable. And
that animal I have decided--after much thought -- ahould be the
snail. It is perfect for Man's best friend.
Not only are snails friendly. they don't have many of
the drawbacks found in owning dogs. No longer would you have
to worry about taking your best friend out for a walk and have
him tug at the leash, dragging you allover the park. A snail

is well behaved. and capable of less than two feet an hour--a
pace most of us can keep up with.
Imagine the savings in pet food! Whatever it is that

snails eat, they couldn't eat a lot of it. (And if you wanted
to be fancy and have a French meal you could dip your snails
in sauc e and eat them--bu t this tends to discourage loyalty in
future snail pets.)
No longer would unwanted dog hair be allover the
furniture. Maybe a little slime here and there, but the plus
of this is that you could always find your snail by his trail.
And think about the convenience. No longer would you have to
worry about Rover not having room to run and play. Three
inches is all the room a snail needs to run around and stay
healthy and happy.
No more need to have a license with snails, either,
because you couldn't get one small enough to go around their
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neck . And there would be no need f o r a snail catcher. (Unless
you develop a tas t e for that French dish mentioned earlier .)
The threat o f being bitten would be greatly redu c ed also.
(I don't know tha t snails can't bi t e , but how much c ould it
hurt ? ) Another advantage is that snails are herrnaphrodous,

having both male and female organs. A breeder's dream I One
snail and you have the makings of an entire family tree.
And instead of Greyhound races with Greyhounds chasing an

e l ectric rabbit around a track we could have snail races , and
they

could

chase . .. well,

they

could

chase

s omething .

And

instead of only a few moments excitement that you get with a
dog race, hours of thrilling excitement could be gotten from
one single snail race. And there wouldn't be all that pressure
o f having to place your bet before the race started; bets
coul d safe ly be taken hours t n to the race .
After great Btudy and thought on the matter I find
this conclusion is inevitable : Dog as Man's best friend is a
policy that must come to an end. It is too impractical . The
s nail will replace the dog. Sayings like, 'I wouldn't treat a
snai l the way he treated me.' and 'I'm living a real snail's
life . ' should rapidly gain favor . It may not happen tomorrow,
or even next year, but I can see the snail quickly gaining
ground on the dog and soon overtaking him . (Interested parties
can watch this progress by fo l lowing the trail of slime. )

CATS

PETS ARE SUPPOSED to be subservient to humans. They
are supposed to make us feel good, make us feel loved,
be at our beck-and-call. (Maybe that's beckon call. It's

some kind of call, anyway, maybe mooseJ It doesn't matter
what kind of pet you are talking about, they all have one
thing in comaon--they know their place 1n the order of
things . They are below us a8 life forms. That is why we
call the. pets. Somewhere along the way 80meone forgot

to mention this fact to cata.
One can only wonder how or when the cat developed
the attitude that the world and all in it functions only
to provide whatever the cat may desire. The .arliest known
record of the cat having this dominant attitude comes from
ancient Egypt. The cat was considered sacred, and many
statues in honor of the

c ~t

have been found. cats vere

even mummified in ancient Egypt! How did this co•• about?
I suppose one possibility is related to the climate
of Egypt. How much do you have to choose fro. in a d •• ert?
I mean, if there were a lot of thing_ there they wouldn't
call it a desert, now would they? Now, imagine you're an
Egyptian. You just finished a hard day at the pyramids.
You're exhausted. You're walking home and you spot this
creature lying on the ground. You call it over to you so
you can examine it closer, but it refuses to heed your
commands. It just lies there. Instant idol worship. Here
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1s a creature that represents everything you would like
to be. Is it any wonder they went nuts over them?
Especially, 11ke I said, since they didn't have a lot to
choose from. The trouble is that these early cats spread
this attitude, and cats have been acting 11ke royalty ever
since.

Don't get me wrong, I don't dislike cats. I'm not
a cat lover, but I'm not a cat-hater, either. It's just
that there are enough people in this world that I feel
beneath without adding cats to the list. Maybe it is just

e nvy, but I refuse to kow-tow! (Speaking of cowa, I'll
bet they make ideal pets--maybe even better than anails.
Or maybe a pig. I saw a show once where a pig could actually
talk! Of course, it was a cartoon, and spiders, rats, geese,

and hor ••• could talk alao.)
I guess the real trouble with cats is that they don't
fit in with the purpose of owning a pet. You have a pet
so you can have something that you know is less intelligent
than you are, something that ia usually thinking, "Wow!
My master sure is smart!" With cats we are left in doubt.
We don't even know if they spend any time at all thinking
about us. If they do, from their expression. I don't think
their opinion. are too favorable. But I am not going to
let a cat make .e feel inferior (after all, cats can't
even talk--at lea at they didn't in the cartoon).

BREAKFAST

ALL THINGS IN life have an hierarchy and are listed in
order of importance : 1, 2, 3

.

. A, B, C .

.

. and

Breakfast , Lunch , and Dinner. This last list is the most

important of all. We could go through life without counting or
spelling

(many such people go on to become very famous

politicians), but people have to eat ; it is the most important
thing in life .

And of the three meals, the most important of

these is breakfast .

We know it is the most important because

Wilford Brimley (the oatmeal man ) tells us so.
To be the DIOst important meal of the day it haa a very
peculiar name : breakfast.
bed, doesn't it?

Just makes you want to jump out of

No? As a matter of fact. when moat people

hear that breakfast is ready, if they are still in bed , they
simply rollover , pull the pillow over their head, and groan.
It'S not their fault, i t's the name .

Breakfast is a combination of two worda that nobody wants
to hear right after they wake up: -break- and -fast . - The name
simply playa on people ' s fear. -If you move too fast you ' re
liable to broak something.- People need to be reassured
when they wake up . I would much rather hear ,

-Sateaott is

ready- than -Hurry up betore your breakfast geta cold . -

I say let breakfast get cold, but keep my safeaoft warm l
How did breakfast get ita name, anyway? The traditional
theory, of course , ia that &a it'. the first meal of the day,
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you are breaking your fast since you are eating again. hence
break· fast.

It

this

theory

were

true,

wouldn't

every

meal

be

breakfast? Anytime you stop eating you fast until you eat

again (and with some people it is a very fast time indeed
until they start to eat again). As you can see, this theory,
which has gained wide acceptance,

has a serious flaw and

should be ignored.
A more plausible theory would be an accidental beginning.
Por instance: Napoleon is in a hurry to break camp and get
back to Prance because his mother is going away for the
weekend and he's planned a big party at the Biffel Tower. He
is in a panic because he Btill hasn't hung the decoratioDs, 80

he isn't quite himself.
screaming,

!tBat.

Break

He goes running around the camp

= ~.

funny accent Frenchmen have.

Pastl

ll

Well, you know what a

It probably sounded to everyone

like, "Bat Breakfast I " and has been called that since.
Another possibility is that some strange cult wouldn't
allow you to eat anything in the morning until you hurt
yourself in some way. The sooner you did this the sooner you
could eat; in other words, break something t •• t and get it
over with .

These are both only theories , but I don't think they
should

be

discounted

too

quickly·-eepecially

the

possibility. It could explain the inbred apprehension of

last
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getting up and starting the day.
Some people weren't satisfied with breakfast Bounding

strange enough as it stood, so they invented something called
a

continental

Those

that

breakfast.

invented it

What

is a

say it

is

continental
a

breakfast?

cultured and

refined

breakfast, the type Hpolished" people eat, consisting usually
of a muffin or toast and orange juice.
What it should be called is an "I'm too cheap to offer a

real breakfast, so here's some stale bread and a few pulps
from an orange" breakfast, because that's what it is . I don't
know what continent encourages this as a

go~d

breakfast, but

I don't think I would plan on eating at too many restaurants
there.
Is breakfast the most important meal of the day? Should
it be list ed first in the

h i c ~ a rchy?

How did it get its name?

These are all questions that could be asked but probably won't
be because no one really cares. The most important fact about
breakfast is that you get to eat

(unless you happen to be

somewhere that serves a continental breakfast, and then you
might want to wait for lunch, except if you're in an area that
serves a continental breakfast you probably wouldn't be served
lunch,

but rather "brunch" - -which is neither breakfast or

lunch, but consists of a mix of things that you wouldn't want
for breakfast or lunch, or anytime, for that matter) .
But serious questions still need to be addressed
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concerning
Wilford

breakfast.

Bri~ey's

I

didn' t

think

we

can

simply

take

word about breakfast any longer. We need

proof. This needs to be researched. Starting tomorrow (right

after Safesoft) I am going to begin collecting data . We'll see

if Brimley really knows what he's talking about.

CABLE T.V .

IN THB LAST 150 years mankind has seen more inventions.
improvements, and imagination than in all the previous years
combined. We have gone from hacking at patients with a rusty

pocketknife to hacking at them with rusty lasers. We have gone

from the pony express and steam engines to jets and "bullet "
trains. One farmer can now produce mo re than a hundred used
to. The giant strides that civilization has made boggle the

mind. But there is one recent addition, above all others, that
has done more for society than all others: Cable T.V .

It is hard to believe now, but there was a time when
there was not only no cable T. V..

but no T . V.

at all.

It

wasn't until the Renaissance in the 13008 that an Italian in

Florence named Tele Visionelli invented what became named
after him-- Television.

the

This inve ntion of Tele's ha

a n extraordinary effect on

economy.

commercials

With

television

to

advertise

products, trade prospered . It became the Age of the Merchants .
Families like the Medici's and the Disney's became very rich
and powerful .
Simple, basic television was plenty for a very long time.
Man didn't have the time to devote to television that was
really necessary I

having to spend so much time earning a

living, so a few channels were plenty. But as technology
grew and made life simpler for man. he was finally able to
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devote the time required to truly enjoy T . V. This meant that
television had to grow and expand to match the time that was

now spent watching T.V . A few channels were no longer enough .
Rapid changes occurred. Some wars, the Industrial

Revolution, some more wars , the rise of labor unions, more
wars, and finally BAM! CABLE T . V. (There were still some wars
a fter this great invention, but most occurred. and still do.
in c o untries that do not have cable T.V .)

Cable T.V. has made up for man being kicked out of the

Garden of Eden (reception there was terrible anyway, according
to early references) . Life was finally not only bearable, but

actually enjoyable. There's just no greater satisfaction than
watching Gilligan's Island , Father Knows
Griffith

Sh.Qw:

~,

and the

every day for the rest of your life.

~

They

repres e nt stability in a n ever changing world. They are solid
ground for our feet.
I must confess I don't know the name of the inventor of
Cable T . V., but he deserves to be honored and remembered as
someone who really made a great contribution in this world. I
would take time to give a moment of silence in his memory, but
Gilligan'S Island is about to come on. Who knows? They might
finally get off that island.

LABELS

AMERICANS ARB IN love with labeling things. Everything
from sizes (family size , economy size. etc .) to types (light,
caf feine free , low fat) . It doesn ' t matter what it is, i t will
have to have a label before it becomes accepted . There seems
to be same feeling of security and control if you can label
something . The trouble is, we label everything - -and we label
something almost as soon as we come into contact with it.
Sometimes this i s necessary, as for purposes of
cOlllllUIlication and understanding . For instance : Adam, the very
first American, having just been created, felt he needed to
label things so could tell God what it was that he was scared

of . Of course, Adam Boon had a partner, and labels were a
needed i tem so they could understand what the other was

talking about. Before 10Dg they had two 80DS, which led to the
first use of the label
you seen what

~

.~

child-, a8 in, ·Well, Adam, have

child cain has done now?-

The danger is in labeling people . We sum up so quickly
and give labels that we often judge unfairly. A personal
experience of mine is a good example .
When I was growing up t here was & real nerdy,
that lived down the road.

mcmma'~

boy

Everybody made fun of him and

thought he was a geek--which he was . You could tell by looking
at him. He had thick glasses that looked like the bottom of
pop bottles, his nose was always running, and he
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carried two band· aids around just in case he should get cut .
He even had a wimpy name: Herschel .
Anyway. at the other end of the street lived Herschel ' s
opposite·-Bif

MeltoD .

actually Timothy,

Bif

wasn't

his

real

name ,

it

was

but being beaten up by somebody named

Timothy made you Bound like a Bissy. To say that you were

-jumped - by Bit, on the other hand, made you Bound tough to
have even lived through the experience.
Bit waB that kid in the neighborhood that seemed to have
started life in the body of an adult. He had face hair by age

10, and was wearing his father'S clothes by 14 . He was your
typi cal bully. His idea of fun was to see how many of your

bones he CQuld pop when he sat OD you. He a180 carried around
band-aids, but it was so he could tape your mouth shut when
you began screaming too loud.
As time passed and we grew to adults, I assumed the

labels Herschel and Bif had were accurate and would be for the
rest of their lives . Herschel went off to college ,

and I

dido't hear very much from him. Bit became a loan· shark, and

continued his favorite game of sitting on people and counting
the pops.
I owed Bif $100 and was in serious danger of becoming

Bif's next .ymphony , when Herschel somehow found out and paid
Bi f off. Herachsl had become the president of a multi-million

dollar bank chain . He was no longer a nerdy, belpl ••• geek. He
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was now somebody.

A

man of importance.

A

man of power . In

other word., a greedy, selfish, vicioU8 banker, who charged me

more intereat on the loan than Bit ever did. And Bit would
jU8t ait on you,

Herschel threatens to have you thrown in

jail .

I hope thi. little story baa shown tbe error ot giving
labels to people too quickly . Take your time betore you label
aameone--they're usually much warBe than you would first

believe.

TOOTHBRUSHES

FIRST OFF LET'S get one thing clear, it's not a
toothbrush it's a teethbruaha The person who named it a
toothbrush 1. probably the Bame one who coined the phrase,

"a pair of pants". There 1s not one tooth to be brushed
but _any, and there are not a pair of pants but one pant
(unles. you happen to be trying on a size too small, and
then there are many pants).
The history of the toothbrush 1s an interesting one.
Its beginning dates back to the Renai •• ance, .s do many
inventions. One day Leonardo DaVinei, while he was painting
the Mona Lis., stepped back from hi. painting to study
it. Bringing hi. hand up to .troke his chin he forgot he
was atlll holding his brush and accidentally stuck it in
his mouth. He found that he rather liked the taste, so
he began cleaning his brushes that way from then on.
Soon this caught on to the point that after dinner
a brush with your favorite color was offered at every
fashionable restaurant. Those people too poor to own a
brush used their

fingers.

As time went on tastes changed, and paint began to
become

less and less popular aB different foods were

invented. Peanut

butter, chocolate, and a variety of other

flavors bee. . . very

popular. Now paint is preferred only

by young children.
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When did the revolution come about to change from

food

and paint to fluoride on a brush? The answer can

be found in the early 20th century. Thomas Edison, the

famous American inventor, was a brilliant man, but he was
also partly deaf. one day an assistant invented a substance

that he called fluoride. It had no practical purpose, but
the •• siatant decided he had better ask Edison if he wanted
to try and sell the .tuff anyway . The assiatant asked
Edison, MOo you want to ••11 the fluoride?"

Edison thought

he .aked, ·00 you want to •• 11 the floor-riae?" the n . . .

Ediaon had given to an invention they were working on at
the time, which later came to be called an •• calator. Edison
said yes, and because of Buccessful marketing we have been
putting fluoride on our brushes ever since.
Fluoride is okay, I suppose , at l.ast it's harml ••••
But I can't brush my teeth anymore without longing for
a nice pastel or a bold green on the end of my teethbru.h.
And it could be a .moker's dream! Never again would he
have to worry about tobacco stains showing.
As far as I'm concerned, if you want to get .e the
perfect

Christ. .s gift get ae a teethbrusb and a pant

(the right size).

Ob, and an a.sortment of water color ••

SUNDAY MORNINGS

IF TllBRB WAS ever anything that has perplexed the mind of
Man throughout the centuries, it has been the question of what

to do on Sunday mornings . Does one 1) go to church, 2) sleep
in, or 3) go on an outing? As Saturday becomes more and more
a workday - -trying to catch up on the week--the pre.aure of how

to spend your Sunday is growing. We are forced to try and fill
into one day all the leisure and enjoyment we can, and aince
there is too much to do in one day, choices simply have to be
made .

This decision of what to do on Sunday is one that only
has to be made as an adult . I remember when I was growing up
I could easily fit all three choices into one day easily. I
was always up and ready to go to church every Sunday morning
because my parentB had a rather interesting theory about how
going to church was tied ont o the national economy, and that

i f I missed church the nation'. economy would spiral into a
recession, Dot allowing me to collect my allowance tor the

weeks I might miss--so I went to church every Sunday. Being a
patriot and knowing how tmportant our nation's economy . .s, I

felt i t was my duty .
I went to church, but I was still able to sleep-in,
because I would .it in the back of the church and go to .leep
after the firat tew Bongs. I got 80 good that I

va.

able to

time my naps right up to the closing prayer, leaving me
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refreshed enough to go out and play the rest of the afternoon .
This worked for me a8 a child, but as an adult I can no
lODger do it for three reasons: l} I must be more responsible
now that I am an adult, 2) lowe more courtesy to the preacher
than to sleep through his sermons, and

3) I now snore .

It ian't that I don't enjoy being awake tor the sermons,
it's just hard not to look back to simpler times and feel a
sense of

1088 .

(It's also harder actually hearing the sermon

and knowing the preacher is talking about you personally.)
I find that I can't find a solution to this Sunday
morning dil8lllNl. There is simply too much to do for one day,
which leads me to think that an error has been made somewhere

a10Dg the way . God, the ultimate planner, wouldn't have made

thi ngs this difficult .

Man

has misinterpreted him somewhere,

and I believe I know where . We were not meant to be busy 6

days a week and then try to fit all our fun and leisure into
one day·· the very effort of which is enough to insure that you
will have no fun or eoj oyment. No , man was meant to rest gix

days and work one (so we wouldn ' t become lazy).
It

is obvioU8 that Sunday was the day meant for work- -the

facts speak for themselves. You have to get up early to get
ready

tor church,

and you get

so exhausted

that you're

worthless for the rest of the day. If getting ready tor church
isn't work, I don't know what is .

It ia time we enlighten the world . Sunday ia the work
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day. We all need to get up early and put in our day, and then
take otf the next six to recuperate and relax. After all, it's

a lot of pressure and responsibility knowing that your church
attendance is all that is insuring the health and survival of
our national economy.

RAXING LEAVES

WHEN GOD X.ICKEO Adam and Eve out of the Garden of Eden He

gave them each a punishment for disobeying his command about
not eating the forbidden fruit . Eve. of course , got off easy
with having to bear children . Adam, on the other hand, was not
so fortunate . For him was saved the worst punishment that God

could think of--raking leaves. And in those days Adam had a
pretty good sized yard to rake.
Raking leaves soon became a method ot torture. When

history books say that Attila the Hun "swept" through Asia
they mean it literally .

The reason he waa ao feared is that

he would make prisoners rake huge piles of leaves aerOB. the

continent, which Attila would periodically run and jump on,
scattering the leaves, which would once again have to be swept

into huge piles .
During the time of the Spanish Inquisition the use of
this torture reached its peak. If ODe was found to have been
Rblasphemoua,· he/she was ordered to rake leaves until
repentance came, which usually wasn't long, and then

mercifully burned on the pile of leaves.
After the Geneva CODvention, when all civilized countries

agreed making prisoners rake leaves vae too inhumane, raking
leaves once again fell into its original purpoee--to punieh

man in a domestic setting. To fully understand this
punishment, a few questions should be •• ked . Firet, -Why do
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leaves fall?" There are many theories about this. Cavemen
believed that leaves fell because dinosaurs knocked over the
trees that held them. Americans in the 19508 during the Red

Scare thought that leaves fell because of a Communist disease
that had been secretly introduced by the Russians. Today

scientists believe that leaves fall because the leaf runs out
of sugar and dies, or some silly thing like that . Intelligent
people, however, know that leaves fall because cars knock down
the trees that the leaves are attached to (at least in the

city, in the country it may be hay wagons or tractors).
Another question is,

~When

do leaves fall?" The answer

is. invariably, "When there is something coming on T.V. that
you want to watch." Remember, this is a punishment from on
high and being such is timed perfect, which also answers the
question, "Why do I have t o rake leaves?"
Man is not helpless: raking leaves may be our pun ishment,
but there are some tools that can make our punishment easier:
Children. It is best if they are old enough to actually be of
help, but young enough not to really understand the value of
money.
If you are not fortunate enough to have children that
fall into this category, an item you will want is a long
handled rake. I mean the longest handle you can find. It is
amazing how much raking can be done while swaying in a hammock
if only the handle is long enough .
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The most important tools, of course, as any experienced
raker will tell you, are the neighbor's fence and a large
bushel basket. Most cities and towns now have ordinances
against burning leaves. so it is neccessary to scoop your

leaves into a bushel basket, wait until your neighbor is
gone, and liberally scatter them over his fence .
Raking leaves is our punishment. We are doomed to it. But
as long as there are bushel baskets and neighbor's fences, we
are at least assured of getting a little enjoyment out of it,
for as Robert Frost said, "Good fences make good neighbors."

HOBBIES

HOBBIBS GIVE ZBST to life . When Adam and Eve were kicked
out of the Garden of Bden, the only thing that kept them fram
going crazy was the development of hobbies. (History records

that Adam collected rocks and Eve collected dirt . I guess
hobbies were limited in the beginning.) I personally think
that life is too short to devote to only one hobby. MY wife
says

that

I

switch hobbies

every week,

but

this

exaggeration . I remind her that there are 52 weeka in

is an
&

year,

and as I only atarted same 20 new hobbies laat year that i.

less than 1 hobby every two weeka--about the right length for
a hobby,

&8

I'm aure most psychologists would agree .

Hobbies are not only entertaining, they can be both
educational and financially rewarding. I tried to explain thiB
to my wife one day after she opened the hall closet and my
collection of Blvis ashtrays and Howdy-Doody memorabilia came
tumbling down on her. After a few choice adjective. and very

specific instructions for me,

she said that

I

collected

nothing but junk, and I had a problem. I aak you, how can you
speak to someone with a closed mind? As I dug her out from
under my collections I did try, but it only made her worae.
She just wouldn't listen. (To be fair, a few of the aahtrays
hit her in the head and she did seem a little dazed and
probably didn't catch my entire argument) .
Recently I have acquired a new hobby--that of watching
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the heavenly bodies dancing around (meaning Btars , of course,
I'm not one to breach the privacy of my neighbors ). This new
hobby had exhilarated me as none before . My whole life was
spent in search of new wonders

to behold .

The celestial

theater was my habitual occupation . I prayed for the sun to
sink

(although, as we .atronomers know , the Barth rotatea,

which causes

this effect).

I

would sit outside with my

telescope from dusk till dawn . I even tried covering my head
with a blanket, hoping that if it was dark to me I might be
able to see my precious jewels , but it was useleas . I had to
wait for the sun to sink (actually, of coune, the Barth
rotating).
It wasn ' t long until I decided that my little XLSOO
wasn't big enough,

80

I moved up to a bigger teleacope··the

XL7S0 . This made me happy until I aaw the new CV1100 in the
catalogue. I would have to cancel the family vacation, but I
figured the telescope would be a family tool. I felt that
Hawaii would be there for a while,

and,

what the heck,

I

wouldn ' t want to spoil the kida . Better to teach them that
life can be disappointing while they ' re young, 80 when t uey're
older they'll be better prepared.
When I returned home from the store with my new
acqui sition I could tell that my family was feeling a little
disappointed about the fact that we wouldn't be going to
Hawaii. (I .ensed this from the ' OUr father ia a cheap.kate'
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sign that was hanging in the window, and the locked door that
I was told wouldn ' t be opened to me until I had 4 tickets to

Hawaii in my hand . I didn't mind the sign and the locked door
80 much,

but finding my Elvis ashtrays in the garbage can

really hurt.)
In setting up my telescope in t he back yard I discovered
something· · Christmaa gifts for your children that say 'Same

Assembly Required ' are not the only impossible things to put
together. I di scovered tbat the 1100 in the name CV1100 .tood
for the number of individual pieces that you were supposed to
a ssemble. Atter assembling exactly 7 of the approximate 1100
pieces , I began to wonder why I had stopped collecting Blvis
ashtrays.

This predicament broke the sacred rule . Hobbies

should not be difficult. Hobbies and politics are supposed to
be the two things in life t hat require no real thought or
effort.

Atter three nights of having to sleep in the garage and
assembling three more pieces to the telescope , I decided that
my decision to cancel the family vacation and buy a tele.cope

might have been a little unfair. (It ' s amazing what insight
can be gained by having to sleep on a workbench . ) I figured I
could take the CV1100 back (or the CV109a, aa I lost a few
pieces), and buy 4 tickets to Hawaii- - I ' d been stargazing for
almost two weeks, anyway. It'S time for a new hobby. Maybe a
grass skirt collection, or pineapple, perhaps . It'. a lot
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harder to choose a hobby than it was during Adam and Eve's
time.

BACKYARD POOLS

WHEN SUMMERTIME TRULY arrives I am reminded of those
immortal words by Shakespeare, "A pool, a pool; my kingdom
for a pool ."

Summer has been a difficult time for people throughout

history. Sweltering heat, sunburn, humidity hanging 1n
the air so thick you can squeeze it out in your glass,
and don't even think about trying to have any ice around
to cool off with. Ice 1s a luxury that can only be depended
on in the wintertime, since the refrigerator is sure to
burn out when summertime arrlves--at least the ice-maker
section .

The only thing that makes summertime worthwhile 1s
owning your own backyard pool. This, as Shakespeare so

rightly noted, 1s worth mor e than all of 11fe's other
treasures And pleasures . It 18 not only a great way to
cool off, but satisfaction is gained in other ways.
Small fences are best for backyard pools. High fences
insure privacy, but where is the fun in that? No, for a
backyard pool to be put to best use a short fence is needed
so that people passing by can look longingly at it, imagine
that they are in that pool for just one brief moment, and
then dashed back to reality as sweat drips off their face.
That is the moment that you look their way, sip your drink,
and let out a contented sigh of satisfaction, as if to
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say you hope summer lasts forever .
One must a180 learn how to sit and lay in a backyard
pool to qet the utmost enjoyment out of i t. Si tting in
a pool is much like sitting 1n a hammock--there is

an

art to it. A perfectly good backyard pool can be wasted

if one doesn't learn this art. The position to sit 1n
depends on environmental conditions. For instance: if there
is only one person that happens to be passing by you want

to make sure that you leave enough of your head out of
the water 80 when you give your contented sigh you can

enjoy hearing the oaths muttered in your direction. If
there are many people passing by it 1s safer to keep your

head close to the water for submerging, as sometimes
sweating, jealous crowds can get pretty ugly and sometimes
start throwing things (like your mailbox and the fender
from your car).
00 not let thes e occasional drawbacks detain you from
enjoying your constitutional rights. In the Bill of Rights
we are guaranteed "Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of
Happiness brought about by a bac kyard pool. 'I
Many people think that if you don't have an expensive
pool, professionally dug and laid, then you can't really
enjoy a backyard pool like it was meant to be enjoyed.
This is a false rumor started by the pool companies. The
actual enjoy.ent comes not so much out of sitting in

10Q

the pool and cooling off as it does from hearing jealous
passerby's swearing at you.
I remember one time there was a drought g01ng on and

water was being rationed. As the summer went on the
situation became more and more desperate. And it was hot!
It was so hot that politicians couldn't even put their

hand 1n your pocket because they were busy fanning
themselves.
With the water ration on there was no water to fill
the pool up with, but I finally couldn't stand anymore
and devised a plan. I filled ' a bucket up with water (which

was our quota for the day), put on my swimming trunks,
and went outside to our pool. I had my hat, sunglasses,
and sunscreen on, and a little colored drink with an
umbrella in it for effect, in my hand. I raised myself up
high enough so that to anyone passing by on the street
would think I was floating in my pool. I even rocked back
and forth occasionally and splashed some water from the
pale to make it more realistic.
All I can say is it's amazing how much enjoyment I
got simply from watching jealous, swearing people pass.
With their tongues hanging out of their mouth. they looked
like St. Bernards. I found that by whistling a pl •••• nt
tune I could increa.e the r.te of swearing_ I may not have
actu.lly been any cooler, but I felt much better.
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Everything went well until a crowd started to assemble .
I noticed the crowd waa getting ugly, but before I had
a chance to retreat they crashed down my gate and were
marching towards my pool l1ke a reverse Normandy Invasion.
When they got to the pool and saw that I really d1dn 1 t
have a pool full of watar ••• well, I'll just say that I
have noted that sweaty, dehydrating people have a very
poor sena. of humor.It took me thirty minutes to get the
bucket unstuck from my head, and I never did find .Y
mailbox.
Still, there is nothing like a backyard pool for
enjoyment. "A pool, a pool; my kingdom for a pool." (Just

not during a droughtJ
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Julius Caesar didn't have to worry about these things.
If • kid ca.e up to him and asked, "So how do you become
• ruthless tyrant?" he could have said anything he wanted
and it WOUldn't have mattered. (Caesar would think there

was a threat to his throne and have the child killed. Things

are no longer so simple.)
If you applied Caesar's method today you might not
have to answer the question agaln, but you might have to

answer soa. other questions that would be almost as
difficult--and tell the answers to people with names l1ke
Spike and Bruno. (This is 1n prison I am talking about,

1n case you opt for this method. I recommend that you have

a very, very good answer on hand for the questions they
will ask.)

The pre •• ure today to have a good an.wer ready is
tremendous. I'll bet many people today don't become writers
or tyrants simply for fear of questions people will ask
them later. Who knows how many good tyrants (or writer's,
for that matter) we have missed out on simply becau •• we
no

longe~

are allowed to kill reporters when a satlsfactor y

answer is lacking?
Somebody should write a book for people

80

they won't

have to worry about answers. Maybe this 18 the book that
I should write. Then when anyone asked .e, "Why do you
write?" I could simply say, "So famous people won't have
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to worry about tough questiona. I.

Until I write that very n•• ded book I guess r'll just
have to hope that no one will ask me, "Why do you write?"

It would be a ahame to disillU8ion mill10ns of kids simply
because when I was .aked this question all I could do was

shrug my shoulders. Maybe I'd better carry a knife along
just 1n ca ••• (I guess I should think about what I would

say to Spike and Bruno--talk about pres.ure for a good
answer. )
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I thought about adding an appendix but decided it would
be just as useless here as it would in a person . For that
reason I have decided to leave this page blank.

But in case you stayed l e ~ me tell you about the man that
stopped me at election time last year. He was asking
people questions and taking notes . I was passing by and
he asked me, "What do you think the biggest problem is
facing America? Ignorance or apathy?· I looked at him
square in the eye and said, -1 don't know, and I don't
care ,· and continued on my way to vote.

A thin tailor could be said to be narrow and clothe.

minded .

I repeat: there 1s no appendix , epilogue, or follow up to
this collection of essays. Thank you.

